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PREFACE
It is nearly impossible for me to write about my life’s work and not mention, thank, and 

recognize others for their support, guidance, love, and friendship.  Along the way, from my 
roots as a small town high school athlete to my current position as a successful small business 

owner,  I’ve been fortunate to interact with so many influential people. I can’t possibly thank 
them enough for shaping and impacting me in every way personally and professionally.
 
My current approach to optimal fitness and wellness was undoubtedly influenced by instructors, 
seminars, books, and resources from experts in our field, discussions with colleagues from around 
the world, the thousands of clients I’ve been fortunate enough to work with, the team at Plaza 
Fitness Performance, and my lifelong experience with exercise.  I am pleased to be in a position 
where my cumulative expertise and passion can provide architecture and navigation for others.

The late nights, early mornings, time away, and sometimes inability to focus on anything other 
than health, fitness, and Your Performance Journey wears on relationships, but thankfully my 
family continues to show me unconditional love and support that I will forever appreciate and try 
to re-pay. 
 
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the partners who believed in me and invested their time 
and resources to help me conceptualize and create the progressive model of health and fitness 
delineated in the following chapters of Your Performance Journey.

Enjoy!
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INTRODUCTION
With nearly 40 percent (Read CDC National 

Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) data brief, 
No. 288, October 2017)  of the population 

classified as obese at the time of this writing and my 
personal experience with clients over the last twenty-
five years from coast to coast across this country, I 
am completely convinced that the gym industry has 
dramatically failed our society, at best, and is negligent, at 
worst.

Everyone wants to look great, feel great, and perform 
their best, but getting there is such an incredibly difficult 
process that most of us will fail—and fail miserably.

Joining a gym is clearly not the answer, regardless of how 
easy the marketing makes it sound. There are numerous 
reasons for this. You’ll find out more about the obstacles 
when you read or watch The ABCs of a Sharp Fitness 

Program1. 

As a smart professional, moving toward your goals requires a shift in your thinking 
because you have a few years under your belt and accumulated substantial amounts of 
life stress. Stress is greatly misunderstood, and its tremendous ability to create barriers 
to reaching our health and fitness goals is both underestimated and potentially limitless. 
When we were twenty, the amount of stress in our lives was low and our bodies were 
in peak physiological condition. Put twenty years on that body, plus two kids, a potential 
bankruptcy, job stress, early mornings, and a failing marriage into the equation and you 
have a perfect storm for low energy, poor confidence, back pain, stiffness, non-existent 
libido, poor posture, flabby body, bulging midsection fat deposits, high blood pressure, 
poor sleep, and just an overall crummy life.

You don’t have to accept a life unfulfilled. You don’t have to guess or do what others do to 
have more energy, look better, be healthier, and receive the benefits of the “miracle cure” 
as presented by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges in 2015. You simply must follow 
proven systems and begin Your Performance Journey.
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Stop looking for a quick fix, magic pill, impossible diet, ridiculous exercise, or equipment 
that is marketed as the newest gadget in the industry.

Choosing to participate through a consistent practice and following proven systems is 
the only solution. This is not the easy road; it is the right road. A road that we’ll call Your 
Performance Journey. Put one step in front of the other and just go. Suddenly you’ll look 
back and realize you’ve traveled far. As 
you begin to have more energy, less back 
discomfort, more restful sleep, improved 
posture, more confidence, and better 
interpersonal relationships, you’ll begin 
to transform into a happier, healthier, and 
more vibrant version of yourself. These are 
just the immediate benefits of taking those 
initial steps. 

Today is your day To sTarT your 
Performance Journey!  iT is The safe 
Place To sTarT and The smarT Place To sTay. 
Before jumping into Your Performance Journey, there are a couple of things you should 
know as you read through the book. In this book, you will find the framework for Your 
Performance Journey. I have also included links to resources outside of the text that you 
can go to for more information. A complete list of these resources is included for your 
convenience at the end of the book.

To get started, you should become an educated consumer by knowing your options. The 
Guide to Your Options on the Fitness Playground2 identifies the five most popular fitness 
options, highlighting the pros and cons of each. This resource will help clarify why small 
group personal training, is the logical choice for smart professionals.
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DISCLAIMER
Plaza Fitness Performance recommends physician approval and a Functional Movement 
Screen before undertaking any exercise program. The recommendations provided are 
not medical guidelines and are for educational purposes only. You must consult your 
physician prior to starting this program.  The Plaza Fitness Performance program is 
designed for smart professionals who are healthy.

Complete a medical check-up with your physician prior to starting with Plaza Fitness 
Performance. If you are taking any medications, you must consult your physician prior to 
beginning a new workout routine. If you experience any lightheadedness, dizziness, or 
shortness of breath at any time during a workout, stop the exercise immediately and see 
your physician. 

A physical examination is strongly advised if you are sedentary, overweight, have high 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, or diabetes. If your physician recommends that you not 
participate in the program, please follow your doctor's orders. 

Exercise has inherent risks. The owners, coaches, employees of Plaza Fitness 
Performance, and its affiliates, associates, agents, and representatives are not responsible 
in any manner for any injury or illness directly or indirectly related to the information, 
exercises, or program. Plaza Fitness Performance encourages every client to take 
responsibility for their safety and know their limits before performing the exercises in this 
program. 

Be sure that you do not take risks that exceed your level of experience, aptitude, training, 
and fitness. The exercises in this program are not intended as a substitute for any exercise 
routine, treatment, or dietary regimen that may have been prescribed by your physician. 
Don't lift heavy weights if you are alone, inexperienced, injured, or fatigued. Don't perform 
any exercise without proper professional instruction. Professional instruction emphasizes 
form and spine-safe body mechanics.  Perform wake up drills, neural resets, and 
movement flows prior to all forms of training.
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CHAPTER 1: 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 

HAS EVOLVED
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What we were doing even fifteen years ago in academics or applied 
exercise science is unrecognizable today; everything we do with 
clients has evolved drastically over the last five to ten years. 

An apt comparison is the way the internal combustion engine replaced 
the steam engine in the nineteenth century. There are several differences 
between the steam engine and the internal combustion engine, just like 
there are differences between old-school workouts and today’s body 
friendly performance training systems. 

Let’s analyze the difference:

1. A steam engine is an external combustion engine in which steam is produced 
outside the cylinder. An engine that runs on gasoline, on the other hand, is an 
internal combustion engine in which the fuel is burned inside the cylinder of the 
engine.

That’s like relying upon a machine in old-school circuit-based training programs 
compared to using  your body’s natural movement capability. In the new school of 
training, your body carries the load, not the machine.

Using the body systematically by performing functional and natural movements 
draws from energy generated inside out similar to  the fire within the internal 
combustion engine. In contrast, bodybuilding or isolated training mainly relies on 
energy drawn from the extremities; the “ fire” is outside of the “engine.” In contrast, 
for example,  when you perform a kettlebell swing, the posterior chain is activated, 
keeping  the energy in your body closer to the core. Using the intra-abdominal 
pressure deep within the core improves stabilization, and provides the foundation 
for true strength and power. Going one step further, add in air and power breathing 
while performing kettlebell skills. Referred to as “hardstyle,” you are now training 
inside yourself instead of outside, or extremity-based.
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2. In a steam engine, power is derived from steam under pressure, while in a petrol 
engine, power is derived from the hot, gaseous products of the combustion of fuel.

This is most like sitting on a machine-based exercise circuit or bodybuilding, where 
you isolate muscle groups, compared to using the entire system and the posterior 
chain with ballistic kettlebell skills, where you tap into the power of the human 
body in order to improve performance, drive metabolism, and enhance the shape 
and tone of your body. 

A steam engine is relatively unsafe due to the high pressure of steam, while the 
petrol engine is relatively safe.

This compares to sitting on benches or machines, which disengages the core, 
making anything you do systematically weaker and imbalanced, and increasing 
your risk of injury as opposed to standing and engaging the musculature of the 
entire system, which makes you stronger and less prone to injury.

3. A steam engine takes a long time to start, while a petrol engine can be started 
immediately. That’s like bodybuilding or split training, where you isolate muscle 
groups like back and biceps or chest and triceps. This type of training takes 
massive amounts of time and fails to provide a whole body transformational 
response necessary for weight loss, performance, and body composition change. 
When you use the body as a system and engage the backside chain, you are 
revving up the largest areas of lean muscle mass to drive your metabolism.
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4. A steam engine is heavy and bulky, while a petrol engine is light and compact.

It is like trying to build a big-box gym in your basement or garage or bedroom. 
Creating new habits and maintaining a fit lifestyle requires a convenient and 
easy movement and exercise option. What is ideal is natural movement using 
conforming tools positioned in a convenient location for you.

5. The efficiency of a steam engine is only about 20% whereas the efficiency of a 
petrol engine is significantly higher, even as much as 40%.

When there is no logic, no progression, randomness, or even no exercise at all,  
results will either not be forthcoming at all, or occur only following a substantial 
time investment, leading to boredom and burnout.  Having progression, proven 
programs, and personalization within your exercise routine will lead to safe and 
predictable outcomes—quickly. Getting twice the results in half the time with 
kettlebells occurs because of the mix of strength and conditioning all in one 
hardstyle movement.

Steam engine and petrol engine comparison from <http://www.preservearticles.com/201012302053/difference-between-steam-engine-
and-petrol-engine.html>

 

http://www.preservearticles.com/201012302053/difference-between-steam-engine-and-petrol-engine.html
http://www.preservearticles.com/201012302053/difference-between-steam-engine-and-petrol-engine.html
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Today, The gym indusTry is Trying iTs besT To hold 
onTo The sTeam engine, or old ways of Training, 
because iT is a firmly enTrenched sysTem ThaT is 
easier and cheaPer. unforTunaTely, whaT is ideal 
for Their boTTom line may noT be ideal for your 
body. The comPleTe absence of PersonalizaTion, 
Progression, and ouTcomes ulTimaTely conTribuTes 
To lowered moTivaTion, inJury, and a comPleTely 
frusTraTing and negaTive exPerience.
 

The marketing of most gyms emphasizes external body 
image rather than the deeply rooted and lasting benefits 
that grow from natural movement, following proven 
systems, and performing what our bodies are designed 
functionally to do. Most gyms are obsessed with having 
the lowest price point or latest gadget to put in front 
of people, instead of investing in caring and attentive 
coaches who guide you based on your personal starting 
point. You will set yourself free when you move your body 
the way it was naturally. You will feel inspired with purpose 
and experience success with more quick wins when you 
move toward your goals consistently following a program 
based on TRUE exercise science.
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CHAPTER 2: 

PERFORMANCE 
TRAINING
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You may be familiar with bodybuilding, powerlifting, yoga, Pilates, running, and all these 
boot camp variations, but do you know what performance training is? Each of these more 
traditional styles of fitness training has a unique history, objective, and purpose that 

resonate with specific populations. There are also benefits and shortcomings associated with 
each of the different training options. 
Before we dive into the exact definition of performance training, let’s review the features of some 
of the most popular training methods. Here is a list of the pros and cons associated with the 
seven most frequently encountered exercise program options:

Powerlifting 
Powerlifting centers around three exercises: the barbell squat, the barbell bench 
press, and the barbell deadlift. The smart professional should ideally use principles 
of power lifting to improve strength. However, strength as the absolute goal with 
tools such as barbells that do not conform to natural movement provides enough 
risk for us to discourage this form of training as your sole method. Here’s the worst-
case scenario: driving toward a one-rep maximum is a highly stressful event which 
can increase the risk of injury for individuals who may not have sound form, fitness, 
preparation, skill, and reflexive core stability.

Barbell movements reduce natural movement, which can increase the risk of injury. 
Barbell use requires skill, proper body mechanics, and safe training schemes to 
reduce the risk of injury. 

Bodybuilding
Body part split training has been the most popular form of training ever since 
Arnold Schwarzenegger (the Terminator), Lou Ferrigno, and Franco Columbo 
popularized it in the 1970s in the movie Pumping Iron. This form of training breaks 
the body down into isolated body parts and emphasizes failure  training schemes. 
This isolation rarely occurs in life and sport;  the body doesn’t move naturally in an 
isolated manner.

In fact, the entire body is connected through fascial lines that run from head to 
toe as outlined in Anatomy Trains by Thomas Myers. We also know through the 
world of neurokinetic therapy and the work of  David Weinstock that the neurology 
of the body is connected in a way that is so interwoven, that issues, pain, or poor 
movement in one area of the body may be caused by inhibited or facilitated soft 
tissue from completely different areas. Worst case, isolating muscle groups can 
lead to imbalances which are attributed to an increased risk of injury and reduced 
performance capacity.
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Olympic Lifting
Carefully analyze your need for Olympic lifting with barbells. Olympic lifts are the 
most complicated movements in the fitness industry. The two main lifts include 
the barbell snatch and the barbell clean and jerk. Unless you are fit, skilled with 
a barbell, and coached by a professional, there are safer ways to become more 
explosive and powerful for life and sport. Worst case, you are apprehensive of 
Olympic lifting because you have either never done it before or you do not do 
it often. However, you try it because everyone else in the “class” does it, and 
unfortunately for you, the Olympic lifts never feel comfortable and you injure 
yourself.

Boot Camps
Here we go! Boot camps such as CrossFit have done a fantastic job of creating 
community and bringing fitness beyond a typical gym to the masses. In fact, 
it’s the current fitness craze in our society. It’s low priced, quick moving, and it 
involves thumping music and high energy. They offer unlimited sessions in a large 
warehouse and parking lot. Boot camps are notorious for their large size, high 
intensity, disregard for personalization and exercise form, and random exercise 
selection and programming. Worst case, the intensity and lack of personalization 
break your body down, leading to fatigue and eventually injury. Just because 
something is intense doesn’t mean it is good for your body or aligned with helping 
you achieve your goals. It may feel like a great workout, but does the training 
scheme lead to the predictable result you are looking for?

Yoga
Yoga has withstood the test of time. The mind/body connection is an important 
lesson we should all take from yoga. The mobility and yoga flows should be a 
component within your programming. However, some yoga positions may be 
contraindicated, and each exercise should be personalized for you. The benefits of 
yoga include improved mind-set, stress levels, and mobility, and possibly reduced 
risk of injury. However, yoga alone does not optimally help a smart professional 
achieve their goals of shaping, toning, weight loss, conditioning, and performance. 
Worst-case scenario, the extreme spine flexion and extension movements you 
perform regularly in your yoga session create delamination of the collagen 
between your vertebrae, eventually leading to discomfort, pain, and requiring 
additional corrective interventions to alleviate that pain.
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Pilates
Pilates movements were created by Joseph Pilates and incorporate many core 
stability exercises and body positions typically conducted on a machine called a 
reformer. In addition to enhanced core stability, improved total body movement is 
among the benefits of this type of exercise. However, Pilates may flex and extend 
the spine well beyond neutral, and many positions are ground based. Our lives 
require us to run, jump, move freely, and lift objects. Pilates alone may not provide 
an optimal result for shaping, toning, 
conditioning, strength, power, and 
weight loss. Worst case, there are spine 
and health concerns with Pilates, and 
it may not provide the most effective 
route to your main goal since it does 
not enhance your lean muscle mass, 
functional movement, and performance 
optimally.

Running
As a recreational triathlete, not 
much beats the feeling I have after 
completing a run, cycle, or swim. These 
exercises all produce amazing results 
that we should all aim to receive. 
Surrounding yourself with others who 
enjoy these activities provides lasting 
relationships and a higher quality of life. 
However, there are pitfalls we must 
manage to avoid setbacks. Running is 
the ultimate conditioning activity and 
the king of cardio. However, running is a 
repetitive movement that can lead to the 
development of imbalances. Running also places a tremendous amount of stress 
on the body, especially if you are running high mileages on hard surfaces. Another 
concern is the management of mileage and intensity for people who are either 
beginning to run or run only periodically.
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Performance Training

now ThaT we have a beTTer idea of some oTher PoPular Training 
sysTems, meThodologies, and PhilosoPhies, we can dive inTo The ToPic of 
This book: Performance Training. 
Performance Training imProves funcTional movemenT and caPaciTy To 
suPPorT The demands of life and sPorT. The signaTure of Performance 
Training is moving The body The way The body is designed To move. 
moving The body sysTemaTically relies uPon harmony beTween The 
neurology, ProPriocePTion, breaTh, reflexive core sTabiliTy, sPinal 
biomechanics, JoinT and sofT Tissue mobiliTy, JoinT and sofT Tissue 
sTabiliTy, and movemenT skills.
Performance training has three cornerstones: personalization, progression, and 
self-defined performance. With personalization, performance training is highly 
customized. It’s based upon seven objective functional movement assessments. 
Those assessments are found in a functional movement screen which is a 
standardized approach to assessing your risk of injury and determining an 
appropriate exercise prescription. 

In progression, performance training progresses based on fitness level, skill 
development, and goals. There is an order that must be followed when 
performance training. Build one upon the other, and you’ll achieve your goals. 
Skip one, and it’s just a matter of time before you injure yourself. That order of 
progression starts with mind-set first and then balance. Balance comes from 
reflexes. It comes from breath. It comes from reflexive core stability, head nods, 
rolling patterns, hip rocking, crawling3. Those are all neural resets.

In movement, by using a functional movement screen, we can get into foundational 
human functional movement to determine if there are any corrective exercises 
that might help an individual. We look at hurdle stepping, squatting, in-line lunging, 
shoulder mobility, active straight leg raising, trunk stability push-ups, and rotary 
stability. Then we want to enhance skills. We want someone to know proper 
mechanics because form is king. We teach correct techniques for deadlifting, 
swinging, and getting into the backside chain using hardstyle skills. These skills 
accentuate power breathing and deep core stability for exercises like the clean, 
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Turkish get-up, snatch, and press.

Then you want to get into strength. 
We want you to earn the right to load, 
and we have a saying from a quote 
by Gray Cook, “Don’t build strength 
on dysfunction.” So, if someone starts 
trying to get strong and they’ve skipped 
skills, they’ve skipped movement, and 
they’ve skipped balance and reflexive 
core stability and all the things that 
come with neural resetting, then they 
are just a train wreck waiting to happen. 

Lastly, we focus on power. We want 
to transition strength to power for life, 
for sport, for everything you do. This 
transition of strength to power will lead 
to self-defined performance. 

Now you can see that performance 
training is all about personalization, progression, and self-defined performance. 
Each of us must identify what performance means to us. Maybe we want to look 
our best, improve our health, run faster, or move better. When we self-define 
performance, we focus on what matters in our lives. 

Performance training follows proven systems such as Functional Movement 
Systems (FMS) and assessments, Reflexive Performance Resets and wake up 
drills, Original Strength and neural resets, Back-Fit Pro and spine research, and 
StrongFirst, the school of strength for skills, strength, and power.

Other important aspects of performance training include integrating The Five 
Human Movements4; Making Your Feet Strong and Connecting to Total Body 
Strength5; having Better Balance, More Movement, and True Strength6; Keep Your 
Spine Healthy and Prevent Injury7; knowing what The Most Powerful Tool in our 
Toolbox8 is; knowing What a Workout Should Feel Like9; and using The Five Secrets 
to Instant Strength Gains10.

Isn’t that cool? I mean, that’s performance training, and it is a magnificent option 
to incorporate into your life. You can also integrate aspects of bodybuilding, 
powerlifting, yoga, Pilates, and running, but performance training should be a 
staple for the lasting strength and power that come from utilizing your body’s 
natural movement. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
THE CLIENT KEYS AND 

THE INVERTED 
PERFORMANCE 

LADDER
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ThErE ArE FivE pArAmOuNT 
CLiENT kEyS ThAT OpEN ThE 
dOOr TO yOur gOALS:

A. PrioriTize your healTh

B. if iT was easy To do on your own, you would 
have done iT already

C. don’T build sTrengTh on dysfuncTion

D. achieve Twice The resulTs in half The Time 
wiTh keTTlebells

E. you can’T ouT-Train a Poor dieT

It is worth re-emphasizing the critical concept from earlier 
chapters that performance is self-defined. Whether you want 
to lose weight, look better, improve your 5K time, or rise 
from sitting to standing with more ease, your performance is 
unique to you. There is a sequence for enhancing performance 
(previously discussed) as described in the Inverted Performance 
Ladder. As you can see in the chart below, defining objectives 
is the initial parameter, and performance is revealed as the 
primary objective. improving your self-defined performance 
requires power, strength, movement, balance, and mind-set.
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Inverting the performance ladder is the starting point for achieving your individualized 
performance goals.  Regardless of your personal objectives. we always begin with mind-
set. 

Your mind-set can propel you towards your goals or sabotage every step. Typically, 
your mind-set is tainted by gym marketing, previous gym experiences, an inconsistent 
relationship with exercise, body-image issues, knowledge, expectations, and an 
unrealistic view of your current fitness level.

Mind-set is the first, most essential rung of the inverted performance ladder. Peak 
performance becomes a possibility only if you first make the leap that there is a better 
way. If you do not prioritize your health, peak performance is not possible. If you do not 
believe you need personal development, peak performance is not possible. If you are 
doing what you did twenty years ago, peak performance is not possible. If you are doing 
what others do, peak performance is not possible. Finally, if you aren’t doing anything, 
peak performance is not possible. Fortunately, mind-set can also surmount these barriers 
to achieving peak performance.

Among the many attributes associated with a 
positive and successful mind-set:

• Prioritizing your health

• Participating

• Trusting the process

• A one thing at a time mentality

• Eagerness for education and personal development

• Connectivity and immersing yourself in a like-minded community

• Willingness to accept guidance from others

• An acceptance of accountability
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Very frequently, we can identify whether 
someone will be successful or fail from day 
one just by observing their mind-set. Here 
are some examples of mind-sets destined for 
failure on Your Performance Journey:

• Thinking you know it all

• Not learning from others 

• Not listening 

• Failing to see better and smarter ways

• Not appreciating proven systems and passionate experts

• Inability to have fun and laugh

• Lack of concern to build others up

After mind-set, gradual, incremental programming elements designed to improve  
balance, movement, strength, and power are sequentially implemented. Compensation 
and eventually injury are certain outcomes when programming deviates from this logical, 
practically driven order. 

**Failure to go through a functional movement screen and identify your movement 
deficiencies will increase your risk for injury.  Coaches, trainers, gyms, and bootcamps that 
fail to provide a functional movement screen prior to offering access to exercise or an 
exercise recommendation are negligent.

Those who step into a large boot camp or dive into an intense workout without correcting 
deficiency and otherwise gradually adding intensity will injure themselves. Injuries such as 
soft tissue injuries take weeks to heal. Injuries of the spine may last a lifetime and reduce 
the quality of life beyond comprehension. Surgical outcomes with spine-related issues 
are poor. Taking the time to have a positive mind-set and simply be smart is critical for 
everyone.
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CHAPTER 4: 
THE PERFORMANCE 

LIFESTYLE
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EduCATiON iS EmphASizEd 
ThrOugh FiTNESS 
ExpEriENCES. FiTNESS iS 
A COrNErSTONE ELEmENT 
OF A pErFOrmANCE 
LiFESTyLE, whiCh CONSiSTS 
OF ThE FOLLOwiNg FivE 
COmpONENTS:

• adequaTe sleeP and recovery

• managing life sTress

• behavior-based healThy eaTing habiTs

• cardiovascular exercise

• oPTimal sTrengTh and condiTioning

Falling short or failing in any element will impede  peak 
performance. Reasonable targets can be very motivating to 
execute and strive to achieve.  Let’s further investigate each of 
these elements:
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AdEquATE SLEEp & rECOvEry 
Inadequate sleep and recovery will negatively impact the functioning of your body and 
cognitive capabilities. Seven to eight hours of restful sleep daily are generally advised.  
Some quick recommendations include the following:

• seT a consisTenT sleeP and wake schedule

• successfully manage all elemenTs of a Performance lifesTyle

• reduce and eliminaTe Tv/cell Phone/comPuTers Prior To bedTime

• keeP your room dark, disTracTion free, and aT an aPProPriaTe 
TemPeraTure
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mANAgiNg STrESS
When life stress is high, your body will respond unpredictably in ways you may not clearly 
understand. A negative hormonal response makes health, happiness, and performance 
achievement nearly impossible. Because stress globally effects all the systems of 
the body,  both identifying your current level of life stress on a scale of 1 to 10 and 
monitoring it are awareness worthy.  Despite adjustments for individual differences, life 
stress is generally more manageable at levels less than a 7 on that 1 to 10 scale. Some 

suggestions for controlling stress are as follows:

• successfully manage all elemenTs of a Performance lifesTyle

• simPlify your life and focus on one insTead of many Things

• do Things ThaT make you haPPy and feel good

• surround yourself wiTh PeoPle who make you haPPy and feel good
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BEhAviOr-BASEd hEALThy EATiNg hABiTS
There are endless diets and resources available to us all. However, a framework that 
encourages a positive relationship between you and food is the most desirable. This 
behavior-based approach is much more sustainable than measuring your food, counting 
calories, or following a packaged meal plan. 

Shopping, preparing, and consuming food to function and feel your best need not be 
a complicated or dreaded experience. It really can be as simple as ensuring that you 
are eating whole/natural foods with a protein source at each meal. If you adhere to this 
framework 80 percent of the time, peak performance will follow. 

Every food sits on a continuum from processed to whole/natural. Try selecting foods as 
far as possible toward the whole/natural side.

PROCESSED     WHOLE/NATURAL

CANDY BARS        BANANAS

POTATO CHIPS       SALMON

CEREAL         NUTS

Eating whole/natural foods and making sure there is a high-quality protein source are 
two can’t-miss strategies.

Other successful strategies include the following:

A. eaTing every Two To Three hours

B. eaTing vegeTables every Time you eaT

C. eaTing healThy faTs

D. Trying To avoid high sugar drinks such as Processed fruiT Juices

E. incorPoraTing meal Timing sTraTegies such as eaTing beTween 6:00 a.m. 
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and 6:00 P.m. so your body can effecTively use faT sTores while you 
are sleePing

CArdiOvASCuLAr ExErCiSE
Four days per week of cardiovascular exercise is ideal for smart professionals, but is 
largely determined by your goals, interests, and fitness level. Your cardiovascular exercise 
routine should be personalized to you whether you are just starting an exercise plan or 
have a high fitness level and are training for an athletic event.

There are tremendous benefits of steady-state cardiovascular exercise.  Including this 
component within your life is an investment that pays for itself immediately as well as 
over time.

OpTimAL STrENgTh & CONdiTiONiNg
The sole mission of optimal strength and conditioning is to  improve your self-defined 
performance. That’s it! An optimal strength and conditioning program meets you where 
you are and provides your body with what it needs. For some it may be improving 
reflexive core stability and movement, while for others it could be driving metabolism 
to lower body fat percentage. The optimal strength and conditioning plan for someone 
who is starting to exercise is much different than for someone who has been practicing 
consistently and has received their black strength band (which we’ll explain more about in 
the next chapter).

Now that you have a clear understanding of performance training and the elements 
of the performance lifestyle, let’s dive deeper into the strategy, tactics, and actions of 
systematized personalization of fitness. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

THE POWER OF 
PERSONALIZATION 

AND THE PERPETUAL 
PERSONAL TRAINING 

SYSTEM
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Preventing pain is a fundamental 
consideration when creating a 
personalized training program. 

Conducting a  Pain Prevention 
Assessment12 is an excellent initial step 
as baseline information is collected on 
everything from your posture to your 
daily eating habits. 
All of our clients participate in the 
hallmark of our system, the functional 
movement screen.  Movement deficiencies are 
identified during this assessment as well as the 
appropriate starting point in our training program, Your 
Performance Journey.
Personalization and progression in our training 
program is represented using wristbands, or what we 
call “strength bands.” There are seven strength bands 
on Your Performance Journey (white, yellow, green, 
blue, red, orange, and black). Your performance on the 
movement screen will determine The Starting Point on 
Your Performance Journey13, and identify which color 
strength band is appropriate for you. Progression then 
begins following the strategy, tactics, and actions of a 
results-oriented, research-based system. 
The strategy is the Perpetual Personal Training System, 
the tactics are found within Your Performance Journey 
(Chapter 7), and the actions are the specific movements 
or behaviors of the proven systems (Chapter 6).  
Let’s focus on the strategy, the Perpetual Personal 
Training System, and analyze each phase.
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ThE  pErpETuAL 
pErSONAL 

TrAiNiNg SySTEm 

CyCLES ThrOugh 7 
ChECkpOiNTS

EACh CyCLE CONTiNuES 
FOr FOur wEEkS

AdjuSTmENTS wiThiN EACh phASE ArE 
FrEquENTLy NECESSAry TO 

 ArrivE AT OpTimAL LEvELS OF AChiEvEmENT
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rEALizATiON
The cycle begins with realization which is inextricably 
linked to mind-set. Our participants are generally all too 
aware that their current fitness program is either ineffective 
or far from optimal.  Poor experiences with gyms in the 
past is a shared refrain, as is the desire to find a better way, 
to obtain a great result. Our clients are typically receptive 
to guidance, however, the missing variable is mind-set. 

MInd-set facilitates change. The moment of epiphany occurs when our clients fully 
acknowledge that what they are currently doing just isn’t working for them. From this 
point on, they are very receptive to change. Taking a positive, active approach towards 
learning a systematic, effective alternative logically follows. 

BASELiNE ASSESSmENT
The second phase of the Perpetual Personal Training 
System is the baseline assessment.

Approaching any destination is endlessly streamlined 
when the starting point is well-defined. Assessing your 
movement capabilities, taking biometric information, and 
observing  your body’s capabilities during the performance 
assessments themselves provide important information to 
combat myths and to determine direction and growth.

As we discussed in the previous chapter, the functional 
movement screen identifies your starting point on Your 
Performance Journey. From your initial point of entry, a 
personalized exercise prescription is created including components such as corrective 
exercise or whatever your body specifically requires. The functional movement screen 
takes the guesswork out of exercise programming, quantifies observable performance, 
and facilitates a customized, results-driven approach to training; anything else is simply 
negligent. 

Biometric measurements include body-mass index, which correlates height and weight, 
and body composition, or your body fat percentage.  Frequently,  people focus on their 
weight.  It’s not only more complete and accurate to emphasize body composition but 
doing so can be naturally reinforcing; you will notice that you look, feel, and perform 
better with positive changes in your body composition.  Our Optimal Strength & 
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Conditioning Program14 is specifically designed to change your body fat percentage by 
increasing your lean muscle mass while reducing your fat mass.

Finally, we typically conduct performance assessments that have a low risk of injury for 
our new members. Our selection tend to be driven by exercises typically present in the 
client’s current fitness regime.  Most individuals can perform a plank by way of example. 
Some can perform a push-up. If a particular movement exceeds current capabilities, 
we either regress it, or simply move on to an alternative exercise. With others, a more 
personalized approach is designed.

After the biometric measurements, movement screening, and a performance assessment 
are completed, members are assigned to either a white, yellow, green, or blue strength 
band starting point on Your Performance Journey.

FOuNdATiON
The third phase of the Perpetual Personal Training System 
consists of establishing the foundation,

Foundational elements are pieces of the performance 
lifestyle that support great results. After all, your lifestyle is 
more than just conditioning or strength. Managing stress, 
recovering and getting adequate sleep, hydration, having 
a positive relationship with food, eating whole natural 
foods are all absolutely vital! It’s about relationships and 
connectivity. Effectively managing all of these and other 
foundational elements are the cornerstone of the kind 
of life-changing, lasting results you can expect from our 
system.

BOdywOrk
Bodywork within the Perpetual Personal Training System 
varies from reducing pain to improving any identified 
movement deficiencies, to prepping the body for exercise 
through myofascial preparation, Reflexive Performance 
Resets15, neural resets, and dynamic warm-ups and flows.

For those of you currently living with chronic pain, the 
first objective is to reduce pain. Find and collaborate 
with coaches and therapists that are trained, educated, 
and certified in pain management techniques through 
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Neurokinetic Therapy, breathwork16,17, bodywork such as specialized massage, joint 
centration, counseling, and other types of methodologies that tap into the natural 
mechanisms of the body’s systems. Try to shift your focus to identifying the source of the 
problem rather than ameliorating the symptoms. As the work of the celebrated Dr. Perry 
Nicholson astutely advises:  stop chasing pain. 

Corrective exercises are immediately prescribed to remediate the compensatory and 
injuring producing movement patterns for the many members with identified movement 
deficiencies. So, if they’re not squatting or not able to pattern the squat, we want to 
correct that so they can. If they have reflexive core stability issues, we can correct that. 
If they have shoulder mobility issues, we can correct that.   The different movement 
deficiencies we typically correct are highlighted within the white, yellow, and green 
strength bands within Your Performance Journey.

The final stage is physically preparing your body for exercise. Incorporating reflexive 
performance resets and neural resets as well as myofascial preparation using foam 
rollers, balls, sticks, and other tools will all prepare your body for movement.

here are some body PreParaTion recommendaTions based uPon your available 
Time:

• Out the Door Workout Prep18

• 5-Minute Workout Prep19

• 10-Minute Workout Prep20

• 15-Minute Workout Prep21

OpTimAL STrENgTh & 
CONdiTiONiNg
Practice mobility, stability, strength, and skills that are 
appropriate for you.  Avoid a “workout of the day” concept 
that is void of personalization and logic.
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Performance training improves functional movement and the  capacity to support the 
demands of life and sport. Moving the body systematically requires harmony among  
neurological, proprioceptive, breathing capabilities as well as reflexive core stability, 
spinal biomechanics, joint and soft tissue mobility, joint and soft tissue stability, and 
movement skills.

Optimal strength and conditioning within the Perpetual Personal Training System is 
unique to you. What’s optimal for me and what’s optimal for you are not the same. 
Therefore, our programming is personalized to meet you at your current skill level and 
gradually transition you towards that bullseye of maximal performance-based results. 
Defining the ultimate target is an important part of the more gradual process of changing 
and improving your current fitness abilities. Your time-line for potentially reaching your 
optimal strength and conditioning may be a week, a month, a year depending partially on 
your entry point.

Appropriately identifying your current training level enables us to introduce just the 
right amount of challenge.  Adapting to this stress is the mechanism through which 
you will move towards the positive result you are striving for. That positive result could 
be movement improvement. It could be strength. It could be power. It could be skills. 
Whatever your specific goal is, Your Performance Journey will provide an appropriate and 
personalized optimal strength and conditioning plan.

rE-ASSESSmENT
Re-assessment means regularly evaluating your progress 
as well as your intended direction.

Reassessments within the Perpetual Personal Training 
System can include all the assessments conducted on 
the front end, although it most commonly includes a body 
composition assessment.

Regularly scheduled monthly assessments that prioritize 
monitoring areas of desired change are recommended.  
If, for example, you are looking to shape and tone, then we’ll track levels of body fat 
percentage. Clients interested in weight loss will chart changes to body weight,.  A weekly 
weigh-in is recommended for clients seeking weight loss.
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AChiEvEmENT
The Perpetual Personal Training System progresses 
through the 7 elements described above: realization, 
assessment, foundation, body work, optimal strength 
and conditioning, reassessment and culminates with 
achievement at the top.

By reflecting on how you are changing as you progress 
and sequence through each of the stages of the Perpetual 
Personal Training System, you will be that much closer 
to achieving the results you desire. In her book, Fierce Conversations, Susan Scott talks 
about the keys to personal success.  One of these keys is accountability.  The Perpetual 
Personal Training System provides accountability for the desired outcome.  Take personal 
accountability to execute the behaviors of a performance lifestyle and you will achieve 
your desired results. 

For instance, you might need to clean up your eating habits. You might need to add some 
more cardiovascular exercise. By consistently looking at your preliminary results, the plan 
can be modified as necessary...driving you toward greater levels of achievement. 

As you continue progressing through the Perpetual Personal Training System repeat this 
process of tweaking the phases and analyzing the results. As Tony Robbins says, “Where 
focus goes, energy flows.” 

The Perpetual Personal Training System provides the strategy while Your Performance 
Journey  provides the tactics using the actions of the five proven systems. Reviewing the 
five proven systems provides a nice prologue to our more detailed description of Your 
Performance Journey.
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CHAPTER 6: 

THE 5 PROVEN 
SYSTEMS
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Readily identifiable frustrations with the 
ineffective routines of the mainstream 
gym industry prompted me to search 

for a workable alternative. It’s true, even 
as a 26 year old new to the field and armed 
with an MS in Kinesiology from Indiana 
University at Bloomington, it shocked me to 
my core to realize that most training was 
at best severely inadequate, and, at worst, 
dangerous for my clients! In my first position 
as the Assistant Director of Recreational 
Sports at Indiana University as I dutifully 
applied the state of the art practices of 
the gym exactly as I’d been trained so 
effectively to do, it became increasingly 
difficult to ignore that I could count the 
number of successful participants on one 
hand. If pressed, I would have to admit that 
the vast majority of those people would have 
been success stories regardless of any of my 
efforts.
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I set about tackling the problem, learning 
as much as I could, increasing my time on 
task, but despite my sustained attention, 
tremendous motivation, and, most of all, 
desire to deliver high quality results to the 
clients who were entrusting me with their 
health and well-being, I failed. The system 
was broken.

I spent countless hours observing more 
veteran trainers, participated in seminars, read 
books, and purchased videos that were popular at the time. Unfortunately, the common 
coaching practices emphasized machine-based strength training or old-school tools that 
were hard on the body. This style of isolation training targeting specific muscle groups is 
also not an integrated whole-body approach.

Many people were injured or had imbalanced bodies because they failed to do strength 
training that made the body work systematically. Additionally, the people getting results 
had to spend two to three hours each day in the gym, six or seven days a week.

 

Many people who couldn’t afford personal training had to stay self-motivated, and for the 
most part their routines were random because they did not understand exercise science. 
The rise of the big-box gym chains with their low monthly cost exacerbated this effect 
because they only offered either access to the gym or high-cost personal training. 

In truth, I knew there was a better way. Over the years I discovered five systems that 
emphasized natural movement, functional strength, and small-group personal training. I 
started applying this to my training sessions, and the breakthroughs were instantaneous. 
In fact, our system now combines the most cutting-edge methods in the world.

After two degrees and five years personal training, I finally found something that worked—
and worked amazingly! No longer did I have to live with the frustration of training people 
the way most of the gyms were doing it. Seeking to reinvent my personal training 
practice, I created a question that has guided me ever since: How can natural movement 
and functional strength rejuvenate the body and keep people feeling vibrant late into life?  
Said another way, how can appropriately designed exercise help us age gracefully?
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pAvEL TSATSOuLiNE 

STrONgFirST

jOhN du CANE
ruSSiAN kETTLEBELL ChALLENgE
The first answer came in 2001 when Pavel Tsatsouline 
created the Russian Kettlebell Challenge (RKC) with 
John Du Cane and Dragon Door. Pavel’s book, Power 
to the People!: Russian Strength Training Secrets for 
Every American, shattered the illusions of machine-
based strength training and the effectiveness of natural 
movement and functional strength. 

His subsequent books, Bullet-Proof Abs; The Russian 
Kettlebell Challenge; Super Joints: Russian Longevity 
Secrets for Pain-Free Movement, Maximum Mobility, and 
Flexible Strength; Relax Into Stretch: Instant Flexibility 
Through Mastering Muscle Tension; From Russia with 
Tough Love: Pavel’s Kettlebell Workout for a Femme 
Fatale; Naked Warrior; Beyond Bodybuilding; and Return 
of the Kettlebell are among the most powerful tools in 
my training arsenal and demonstrated to me how natural 
movement and functional strength were the keys to 
rejuvenating the body.

Kettlebell training combined strength and conditioning into 
an integrated routine that involved the entire body so that 
in less than an hour, my clients could achieve twice the 
results in half the time than it took before. 

There was a revolution happening in the fitness world, 
and I opened Plaza Fitness Performance in 2003 in order 
to create an environment where people could practice 
mindful movement, learning cutting edge strategies, and 

most of all, achieve self-defined performance goals. 
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grAy COOk 
LEE BurTON 
FuNCTiONAL mOvEmENT SySTEmS
At the same time, Athletic Body in Balance was created 
by Gray Cook, a board-certified orthopedic clinical 
specialist, a strength and conditioning coach, and a 
USWLF weightlifting coach. He introduced the concepts of 
functional movement screening through his book Athletic 
Body in Balance. 

Cook’s methods personalized exercise recommendations, 
so we could determine movement deficiencies and 
correct them with a precision that was unprecedented. He 
emphasized that movement followed predictable patterns 
shared by all of us. His techniques evolved into Functional 
Movement Systems, and continue to impact professional 
athletes, special forces, and millions worldwide. 

With functional movement screening, people at risk of or 
recovering from injury could be transitioned to pain-free 
and functional movement faster than ever before.
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dr. STuArT 
mCgiLL
BACk-FiT prO
Based on my experience over the last 25 years, the spine 
represents the highest risk of injury for clients looking 
to improve their fitness. However, spine health is often 
neglected by most clients with a goal of becoming 
stronger.

In 2006, Dr. Stuart McGill, an applied spine researcher from 
the University of Waterloo outside of Toronto published 
the revolutionary Low Back Disorders: Evidence-Based 
Prevention and Rehabilitation. After attending his seminar, 
I became convinced of the power of training for a strong 
back. 

Back pain and spine injuries are prevalent and should  be 
a dominant concern for every trainer.  Unfortunately, spine 
research and the prevention of spine-related injuries are 
ignored or completely unknown by most gyms and boot 
camps. 
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Tim ANdErSON
OrigiNAL STrENgTh
The idea of rejuvenating the body through natural 
movement and functional strength is fundamental to 
Original Strength teachings by Tim Anderson and Geoff 
Neupert. Tim’s first book, Becoming Bulletproof in 2011, 
and the follow-ups Original Strength in 2013 and Original 
Strength Restoration: Returning to the Original You in 2014 
reinforced my rationale for opening my gym back in 2003. 

 

We flew Tim and his team to our fitness center in 2014 
because I saw that the combination of these four systems 
was the revolution behind Plaza Fitness Performance. 
Moving the body the way the body was designed 
(evolution) and connecting the mind and body has 
transformed lives so effectively, it’s breathtaking. 
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ChriS kOrFiST
rEFELxivE pErFOrmANCE 
rESETS
Reflexive Performance Resets (RPR) addressed 
a previously missing element in our concept of 
comprehensive, customized, results-focused personal 
training programming. 

A friend of mine, Dan Gableman, the Head Strength 
and Conditioning Coach at Union College, mentioned 
a new technique that resulted in amazing performance 
improvements in his student athletes. Dan attributed 
this new training method as being instrumental to Union 
College winning the 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s Hockey 
National Championship. 

Intrigued, our entire team participated in the Level I 
certification in Rhode Island with Chris Korfist. Today, every 
training session whether in groups or one-on-one at Plaza 
Fitness Performance begins with Reflexive Performance 
Resets. Thus, our four proven systems became five.
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as we combined These sysTems, clienTs exPerienced incredible resulTs 
immediaTely. PeoPle rePorTed receiving comPlimenTs abouT Their shaPe and 
Tone. They fiT inTo Their cloThes differenTly. They became more confidenT and 
had a zesT for life. Their bodyweighT began To fall fasTer Than ever before. 
we began noTicing sTaggering body comPosiTion changes and reducTion in 
body faT PercenTages, regardless of age. Their cores became more sTable and 
Their movemenTs became sTronger. back Pain and discomforT were virTually 
eliminaTed. we began geTTing commenTs ThaT PeoPle felT decades younger 
wiTh more energy Than They’d had for years. 
In fact, clients enjoyed and looked forward to working out in a community that embraced 
these progressive and cutting-edge systems…because they worked.  It was unlike any 
fitness experience any of them had ever had.  Much different than spinning their wheels 
in a gym, getting a body beatdown in a boot camp, or sitting on the sidelines and not 
exercising.  Sounds almost crazy, doesn’t it?

Hey, I understand. Sometimes I still have a hard time believing this is real. And all I ask is 
you hold off from disbelieving long enough to see the evidence for yourself. 

Real fitness is achievable. The problem, though, is that most people aren’t achieving 
it either because they aren’t doing enough or they aren’t doing it correctly. In fact, the 
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimates 80 percent of all Americans fail to get the 
recommended amount of physical activity, and 25 percent are completely inactive. On 
top of that, I've see sources that claim 80 percent of people who own a gym membership 
never use it, and of the 20 percent that use a gym, few participate in an optimal strength 
and conditioning program designed by true experts. 

yOur pErFOrmANCE jOurNEy AddrESSES ThiS gAp iN SErviCE  
dELivEry. yOur pErFOrmANCE jOurNEy prOvidES EvEryThiNg A 
COACh ANd CLiENT NEEd TO pErSONALizE ANd prOgrESS SAFELy, 
quiCkLy, ANd EFFECTivELy TOwArd SELF-dEFiNEd pErFOrmANCE 
gOALS.
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CHAPTER 7: 
YOUR PERFORMANCE 

JOURNEY ™
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Currently the gym industry 
boat is missing a rudder, 
and, therefore, negligence, 

higher risks of injury, and poor 
outcomes abound.  Our navigation 
system, Your Performance Journey, 
the future fitness industry gold 
standard, personalizes the exercise 
experience and provides you and your coach 
with the expertise and direction to reach your 
goals. Ideally suited for small group training, the 
framework is adaptive and responsive to all types 
of fitness programs.
Your Performance Journey is organized with 
checkpoints and milestones unique to each 
participant, and can be considered the “martial 
arts of the fitness industry.” The twenty-one 
milestones are grouped into seven colored 
strength bands (white, yellow, green, blue, red, 
orange, and black). 
The Perpetual Personal Training System runs 
in vertical columns through each milestone, 
creating checkpoints. The seven checkpoints in 
each milestone are the phases of the Perpetual 
Personal Training System. Motivation, guidance, 
and ultimately progression occur as a series of 
quick wins as participants’ need focus only on 
their next milestone.
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Your Performance Journey has 
three keys to it:

#1: Personalization: 

Meeting you where you are is important. Doing what 
your body is ready for is important.  Giving it what it 
needs is personalization.

#2: Progression: 

Getting quick wins. Feeling good about your 
progress and seeing change helps you stay 
motivated.  Without personalization, progression is 
not possible. 

#3: Self-defined performance: 

You define your performance, because how you 
define performance today and how you defined 
it twenty years ago is different. How I define 
performance and how you define performance is 
different. Maybe for some, performance means 
getting up and down from the ground to play with 
their grandkids. Maybe for another person it’s about 
crushing their 5K personal best. It doesn’t really 
matter. You need to self-define performance for you.

The graPhic on The nexT Page Provides a visual overview 
of your Performance Journey. your Performance 
Journey will helP you creaTe an acTive lifesTyle because 
iT has Progression builT inTo The Program. each milesTone 
is designed To suPPorT The nexT sTePs and helP you creaTe 
a balanced foundaTion so ThaT you can creaTe a body 
breakThrough by simPly following The sysTem.
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Before delving into the specific details of each strength band and its associated 
milestones and checkpoints, it is worth re-stating our guiding rationale. Our premise 
is that most people want to look great, feel great, and perform their best.  Stiff hips, 
poor balance, shoulder mobility issues, postural distortions all of which are alarmingly 
prevalent as we age further complicate the journey toward optimal fitness results. In 
earlier chapters, a number of the inadequacies of the gym industry were highlighted. 
People end up jumping into an informal gym environment, but they have movement 
issues, so they hurt themselves or they just don’t get the kind of result they’re looking for. 
Then they get frustrated and they stop. Or, they’re doing workouts in a large group boot 
camp that is designed for someone who is fit, moves well, and is truly strong, and, you 
guessed it, they hurt themselves.

Following Your Performance Journey guarantees that fitness programs can duplicate 
great results with their individual members regardless of current fitness experience, 
abilities, or performance.  When you look at the columns within the Your Performance 
Journey graphic above, you’ll notice the phases of the Perpetual Personal Training 
System. These intersections unveil checkpoints of Realization, Baseline Assessment, 
Foundation, Bodywork, Optimal Strength & Conditioning, Reassessment, and 
Achievement.

The results of the functional movement screen determines whether Your Performance 
Journey begins with a white, yellow, green, or blue strength band. The columns for the 
different color strength bands intersect with 3 milestones which run horizontally.

ThE whiTE STrENgTh BANd
For instance, the white strength band is comprised of milestones #1: Find Your Flexibility, 
#2: Build a Stronger Core, and #3: Move Better by Hip Hinging. Those milestones 
emphasize hip/core functional sequencing. 

ThE yELLOw STrENgTh BANd 

Includes milestone #4: Improve Your Posture, #5: Find Shoulder Mobility, and #6: 
Establish Thoracic Spine Rotation. These milestones emphasize the spine/shoulder 
functional sequencing. 

ThE grEEN STrENgTh BANd 
Includes milestone #7: Improve Mobility from the Ground Up, #8: Pattern the Squat, and 
#9: Apply the Squat and Connect to Strength. These milestones emphasize functional 
ankle/foot mobility and squat patterning. 
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ThE BLuE STrENgTh BANd 
The last strength band we’ll highlight now is the blue strength band. The blue strength 
band indicates that a new client is moving, according to a functional movement screen, 
at par levels. Better movement reduces the risk of injury. The blue strength band includes 
milestone #10: Train the Five Human Movements, #11: Develop Kettlebell Skills, and #12: 
Be Consistent to Look and Feel Better. Those four bands represent the entry point for 
anyone starting Your Performance Journey. 

An example of how clients are progressed through a series of quick wins through each 
milestone and checkpoint is as follows:

Realization occurs first as a participant progresses on each milestone. For example, 
an individual may realize that their balance is shaky. An assessment such as single leg 
stance can further confirm the degree to which their body exhibits reflexive core stability. 
Generally, neural resets will enhance their reflexive core stability. Single-leg stance 
will be reassessed, and, ultimately the participant will not only have better balance but 
experience a boost from a quick win on this Build a Stronger Core Milestone.  They will 
then transition to the next appropriate milestone as designated by their performance 
on the reassessment. Members feel good about the things they are doing when they 
see and feel progression quickly. Your Performance Journey provides a logical order 
that allows motivation and momentum to flow naturally, powerfully supporting exercise 
program adherence, and ultimately individual success.

As outlined earlier in the Inverted Performance Ladder, enhancing balance is an initial 
objective. Greater strength and stability locally create a solid foundation for mobility 
distally. After our clients are moving better, we build strength and then power. This order 
is critical to reduce the risk of injury and improve performance.

The next section will detail each strength band and its component milestones and 
checkpoints in Your Performance Journey. By its conclusion, you will be equipped with the 
skills to help your clients look great, feel great, and perform their best. 
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The Seven Phases of the Perpetual Training 
System

1. Realization: Everyone begins and ends this monthly cycle with realization, or 
mind-set. Mind-set is the driving force toward achievement. 

2. Baseline assessment: As the month begins, collect foundational  
biometric measurements such as body fat percentage, strength, or body 
weight, at the beginning of the month that are relevant to your self-defined 
goals.

3. Foundation: Analyze foundational elements that directly impact your 
desired results, including healthy eating habits, cardiovascular exercise, 
managing life stress, and recovery and sleep. 

4. Bodywork:  Execute the bodywork and specific corrective exercises that 
will generate a quick win and advance you to the next level. Be sure to avoid 
delving immediately into intense workouts by adequately preparing the body 
prior to workouts.

5. Optimal strength & conditioning:  Actively participate in a strength 
and conditioning routine that is both optimized and personalized to ensure 
maximal results.

6. Reassessment: Reassessing the baseline biometric measurements at 
the end of the twenty-eight-day program is vital in tracking overall progress. 
Collecting this information also informs and guides adjustments and 
modifications. The process of measuring, executing the plan, re-measuring  and 
then fine-tuning is constant until every participant achieves results they are 
happy with. 

7. Achievement: In this stage, clients will demonstrate noticeable gains 
in mobility and strength, increased confidence, and feel more planful and 
optimistic. Experiencing success equips participants with enhanced motivation 
to achieve greater gains in the next twenty-eight-day program. 
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ThE whiTE STrENgTh 
BANd
your Performance Journey begins wiTh The 
whiTe sTrengTh band,which is The mosT common 
sTarTing PoinT for mosT clienTs. as a review,  
every sTrengTh band has Three milesTones. each 
milesTone flows Through The seven Phases of The 
PerPeTual Personal Training sysTem every monTh. 
be sure To familiarize yourself wiTh every Phase 
of The PerPeTual Personal Training sysTem for 
iT corresPonds To each of your members’ currenT 
milesTone. 
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your mission is To develoP The movemenT 
Proficiencies necessary To ascend beyond The 
whiTe sTrengTh band wiThin The firsT 28 days, 
or monTh of beginning The sysTem. addiTional 
resources include whiTe sTrengTh band 
correcTives and creaTing core sTabiliTy level 1.
mobiliTy, reflexive core sTabiliTy, and The ProPer 
sequencing beTween your core and hiPs are The 
milesTones of The whiTe sTrengTh band. hiP/core 
sequencing is The  key To movemenT and ulTimaTely 
Performance. wiThouT reflexive core sTabiliTy and 
ProPer hiP/core sequencing, The risk for a varieTy 
of inJuries is high, and realizing full Performance 
PoTenTial is sure To remain elusive. 
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miLESTONE #1: 
FiNd yOur FLExiBiLiTy
miLESTONE #1, FiNd yOur FLExiBiLiTy, TAkES yOu FrOm STiFF TO mOrE FLExiBLE hipS 
ThrOugh 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization:

You realize that your hips are stiff, and notice that your body is not moving easily as it once 
did. You may find that you aren’t as confident in how you move, and notice the effects 
bleeding into other areas of your body.  You conclude that your body is not optimizing 
movement as a result of your impaired hip mobility.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment:

The baseline assessment in Milestone #1 is an active straight-leg-raise protocol as 
described within a Functional Movement Screen (FMS). Scoring the active straight-leg 
raise as a “1” indicates that there’s an issue with hip/core sequencing and stability.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since body, mind, and spirit are inextricably 
linked. Some questions to raise include:  Are you managing life stress? Are you sleeping 
well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular exercise? Finally, do you have 
a good relationship with food? Are you providing your system with an abundance of 
vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are you trapped 
in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming fast and processed foods, 
resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #1 emphasizes active straight-leg raise corrective exercises, 
Reflexive Performance Resets, and neural resets. Neural resets are outstanding for all 
white strength band milestones: breathing, hip hinging, head nodding, rolling, crawling, 
and all the myofascial prep we recommend with foam rolls and sticks. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:  

At this point, blending back into all those neural resets is the cornerstone of programming 
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to open up the hips. This is optimal for a lot of you because your hips are closely 
connected to your core, your spine, and even affect your breathing As a result, sitting on 
a machine and extending your leg or performing a heavy leg press will not necessarily 
correlate with increased hip mobility and flexibility. Neural resets tap into our evolution, 
genetics, and how our bodies are designed to move.  The golden rule with the white 
strength band core strength and conditioning work is to avoid loading movement.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment is the active straight-leg raise. Comparing the initial active straight-leg 
raise to the reassessment will reveal improvement if we’re programming appropriately. 
Very frequently people begin our program with a thirty degree straight leg range of 
motion while supine.  After performing some very specific exercises to enhance the 
neural connection and stability of the appropriate muscles and re-establish correct 
functioning, dramatic  increases in how high the leg can be raised will occur.  Performing 
these very specific exercises from proven systems will be highly effective in a fixed 
amount of time. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, participants will objectively see change in their active 
straight-leg range of motion. They will comment that their movements feel better, 
notice that their hips are more flexible. The next milestone is determined by an objective 
assessment.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #1 resulTed in gains 
in hiP mobiliTy and you exPerience Progression. 
aT The comPleTion of This milesTone,  ParTiciPanTs 
who iniTially lacked adequaTe hiP mobiliTy in an 
acTive sTraighT leg raise will earn The quick win 
of being able To do JusT ThaT. once you achieve 
This, congraTulaTions! you’ve earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone.
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miLESTONE #2: 
BuiLd A STrONgEr COrE
miLESTONE #2, BuiLd A STrONgEr COrE, TAkES  yOu FrOm pOOr BALANCE TO BETTEr 
BALANCE ON ThE BuiLd A STrONgEr COrE miLESTONE ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF 
ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. ThE mAjOriTy OF pEOpLE wiLL BEgiN ThE 
prOgrAm AT ThiS ENTry pOiNT. 
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize you don’t have good balance. You may get on one leg and realize you can’t 
balance on it for any length of time. You might think you need to get on an unstable 
surface, a BOSU ball, or something, but that’s only going to increase your risk of falling. 
Instead, you need a proven system that works, that is safe and effective. We’re not 
guessing, we know how to improve your balance.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The baseline assessment is a single-leg stance. The single-leg stance reveals whether 
your core has reflexive stability. Our modern habit of prolonged sitting unfortunately 
negatively impacts our posture and our hip/core sequencing. *Participants who choose to 
skip this step commonly find themselves in a boot camp body beatdown type of scenario. 
Unfortunately, they are also at an increased risk for injury—everything from muscle strains 
to debilitating back pain. 

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since mind, body, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some relevant questions to raise include: Are you managing life stress? 
Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular exercise? 
Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your system with an 
abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are 
you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming fast and processed 
foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated 
aging?
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Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:

Bodywork in Milestone #2 relies heavily on neural resets. Neural resets are outstanding 
for all white strength band milestones: breathing, hip hinging, head nodding, rolling, 
crawling, and all the myofascial prep we recommend with foam rolls and sticks. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:  

Programming includes a heavy dose of neural resets such as upper-body segmental 
rolls, lower-body segmental rolls, hard rolling, crawling, and exercises that will develop 
core stability. The goal of reflexive core stability is non-deliberate muscle activation. An 
example of reflexive core contraction is throwing a punch as opposed to the deliberate 
contraction of an abdominal crunch. The golden rule with the white strength band 
strength and conditioning work is to avoid loading movement.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment is the single-leg stance. Place the knee and the hip at ninety degrees 
and try to maintain the position. Reflexive stability is a very discrete skill: you either 
possess it or you are progressing toward achieving it.  You may see  your feet grabbing 
like talons into a piece of wood. You might have your grounded foot going back and forth 
or your hands all over the place.  The degree to which a participant has progressed will 
determine their observable behaviors.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, participants will objectively see improvements in their 
balance while in a single-leg stance. They will say “My balance is better.” 

Personalizing your program and following the 7 checkpoints within Milestone #2 resulted 
in gains in balance and you experience progression. At the completion of this milestone,  
participants who initially could not balance in a single-leg stance will earn the quick win of 
being able to do just that. Once you achieve this, congratulations! You’ve earned a quick 
win, and you’ll ascend Your Performance Journey and move on to the next milestone.
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as a word of cauTion, choosing To skiP This sTeP 
and dive righT inTo sTrengTh Training and loading 
exercise will Transform you inTo an accidenT 
waiTing To haPPen, a single inJury away from being 
relegaTed To your sofa for a long Time. There’s a 
reason why we follow a logically organized Plan. 
There’s a reason why you need PersonalizaTion: we 
wanT you To be safe. you’re a smarT Professional. 
you have a full-Time Job. you have kids aT home. 
you don’T have Time To be ouT of commission on 
The sofa or missing work To visiT The docTor. our 
PurPose is To Provide you wiTh a fiTness Program 
ThaT is good for your body.
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miLESTONE #3: 
mOvE BETTEr By hip hiNgiNg
miLESTONE #3, mOvE BETTEr By hip hiNgiNg, TAkES yOu FrOm LimiTEd mOvEmENT TO 
BETTEr mOvEmENT ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg 
SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you don’t move well. People who don’t move well typically don’t feel well. 
They also have an increased risk of injury.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The baseline assessment is a toe touch. Stand tall, chest proud, arms extended to the 
ceiling, and then bring the arms down and touch the toes. If you can’t touch your toes, 
you’re in milestone #3.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since mind, body, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some relevant questions to consider include: Are you managing life 
stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #3 relies heavily on neural resets. Neural resets are outstanding 
for all white strength band milestones: breathing, hip hinging, head nodding, rolling, 
crawling, and all the myofascial prep we recommend with foam rolls and sticks. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

 Programming  continues on enhancing reflexive core stability because your hips are so 
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interconnected with your core. Participants will follow some of those core I programming 
movements with toe-touch progressions. There are very specific toe-touch-patterning 
activities, exercises, and cues that improve your toe touch. 

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll recheck the toe touch. Your toe touch will improve if you follow the foundation, 
bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints found within Milestone #3.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will touch your toes. You’ll say “Wow! I haven’t touched 
my toes in years.” We will objectively see change in your toe touch, and thus, we have 
taken you from limited movement to better movement on the Move Better by Hip Hinging 
Milestone. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #3 helP you move 
and feel beTTer and exPerience Progression. when 
iniTially you did noT have a Toe Touch, Through 
your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT 
The comPleTion of This milesTone, you will be 
able To Touch your Toes. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve earned a quick win, and 
you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone.
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The 
Yellow 

Strength 
Band
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ThE yELLOw 
STrENgTh BANd
The focus of The yellow sTrengTh band is 
PosTure and The Torso-To-shoulder connecTion.  
addiTional resources criTical To your mission of 
comPleTing The movemenT Proficiencies necessary 
To move beyond The yellow sTrengTh bank wiThin 
your firsT TwenTy-eighT day Program include 
yellow band correcTives  and indian club 
TuTorials. 
we like To say, “form is king.’’ your PosTure and, 
Thus, form while moving your body and obJecTs is 
ParamounT To reducing The risk of inJury as well 
as The resulT you geT ouT of your PracTice.  your 
sPine and The muscles resPonsible for sTabilizing 
iT have The greaTesT risk of inJury in mosT fiTness 
Programs. Therefore, sPecial aTTenTion musT 
be made To correcT PosTure, increase shoulder 
mobiliTy, and enhance Thoracic sPine roTaTion. 
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miLESTONE #4: 
imprOvE yOur pOSTurE
miLESTONE #4, imprOvE yOur pOSTurE, TAkES yOu FrOm pOOr pOSTurE TO imprOvEd 
pOSTurE ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you slouch. You probably say things like: “I’m not in neutral spine,” “It’s 
been a problem my whole life,” and “My grandmother has always told me to stand up 
straight.”

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The baseline assessment is a visual posture assessment. By looking at how an individual 
stands, some common posture distortions are readily evident. A slightly more technical 
option is to have participants stand in front of an AlignaBod, or even against a wall. Any of 
these methods will quickly reveal whether a person is experiencing postural issues or not.  

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since mind, body ,and spirit are so 
interwoven. Some important questions to consider include:  Are you managing life stress? 
Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular exercise? 
Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your system with an 
abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are 
you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming fast and processed 
foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated 
aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #4 emphasizes postural correctives, myofascial preparation, 
and improving posture awareness. Begin by being aware of neutral spine and how it 
feels.  Learning to identify where neutral spine is will help your body gradually transition 
toward that position naturally. Postural correctives include exercises that encourage slight 
extension and move away from the forward flexed position typically seen in our society. 
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Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:

Programming includes mastering the white strength band hip/core sequencing 
programming found within neural resets to enhance reflexive core stability. We 
emphasize standing tall and living in neutral spine. Neutral spine will run throughout your 
entire optimal strength & conditioning program whether it’s squatting, carrying, pulling, 
pushing, or hip hinging. Everything you do—kneeling, going down to the ground, getting 
on your back—takes place in neutral spine. You must consistently demonstrate neutral 
spine through workouts and daily living, and the optimal strength & conditioning practice 
can help optimize this.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll be consistently monitoring your posture visually. Your posture has improved if you 
followed the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints 
found within Milestone #4.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement:

Following the reassessment or consistent monitoring, you will stand tall, move more, 
and feel better. You’ll say, “Hey, I am moving and feeling better.” You may even receive 
compliments from others as you read in our client case study with Colleen.  We will 
objectively see change in your posture, and thus, we have taken you from poor posture to 
improved posture on the Improve Your Posture Milestone.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #4 helP you 
move and feel beTTer and exPerience Progression. 
when iniTially your PosTure was Poor, Through 
your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, 
aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, you will 
have imProved PosTure. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone.
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miLESTONE #5: 
FiNd ShOuLdEr mOBiLiTy
miLESTONE #5 FiNd ShOuLdEr mOBiLiTy TAkES yOu FrOm STiFF ShOuLdErS TO mOrE 
FLExiBLE ShOuLdErS  ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL 
TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you have stiff shoulders resulting in the feeling of poor movement. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The baseline assessment is a shoulder mobility assessment from the functional 
movement screen. Body mechanics such as how the arm sways while walking will also be 
observed and recorded.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always relevant since mind, body, and spirit are so interwoven. 
Some good questions to consider include:  Are you managing life stress? Are you 
sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular exercise? Finally, 
do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your system with an 
abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are 
you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming fast and processed 
foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated 
aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #5 emphasizes Reflexive Performance Resets, shoulder mobility 
corrective exercises, myofascial work, and neural resets, as well as Indian Club work to 
improve shoulder mobility.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

Programming includes mastering the white strength band hip/core sequencing 
programming found within neural resets to enhance your reflexive core and modifying 
your optimal strength & conditioning practice to include shoulder mobility corrective 
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exercises.

The golden rule for working with individuals with shoulder mobility issues is to 
avoid loading overhead movements, which will potentially exacerbate movement 
compensations. Additional mobility rather than increased strength should be prioritized, 
particularly for most men. 

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

Shoulder mobility will be re-checked. Your shoulder mobility has improved if you follow 
the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints found within 
Milestone #5.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, participants feel they are indeed moving and feeling better. 
We will objectively see change in shoulder mobility, and thus, we have taken you from 
stiff shoulders to more flexible shoulders on the Find Shoulder Mobility Milestone.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #5 resulT in 
adequaTe shoulder mobiliTy and you exPerience 
Progression.  congraTulaTions! by remaining 
smarT and sharP, you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone.
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miLESTONE #6: 
ESTABLiSh ThOrACiC rOTATiON
miLESTONE #6 ESTABLiSh ThOrACiC rOTATiON TAkES yOu FrOm uppEr BACk ANd 
NECk STiFFNESS TO uppEr BACk ANd NECk rELiEF ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE 
pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you have general stiffness as well as upper back and neck tension.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

Thoracic Rotation will be measured from a seated or half kneeling position.  Normal range 
of motion we use for thoracic rotation is ~45 degrees when the pelvis is stabilized.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always considered since body, mind, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some relevant questions to evaluate include:  Are you managing life 
stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #6 emphasizes thoracic rotation with neural resets, myofascial 
preparation, and thoracic rotation corrective exercises. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

Programming includes mastering the white strength band hip/core sequencing 
programming found within neural resets to enhance your reflexive core and modifying 
your optimal strength & conditioning practice to include thoracic rotation corrective 
exercises.
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Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

Thoracic rotation will be re-checked. Your thoracic rotation has improved if you follow 
the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints found within 
Milestone #6. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will move better, feel better, and have less upper back 
tension. You’ll say, “Hey, I am moving and feeling better.” We will objectively see change 
in your thoracic rotation, and thus, we have taken you from upper back and neck stiffness 
to upper back and neck relief on the Establish Thoracic Rotation Milestone.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #6 helP you 
move and feel beTTer and exPerience Progression. 
when iniTially your Thoracic roTaTion was Poor, 
Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay 
sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, you’ll 
have adequaTe Thoracic roTaTion. once you achieve 
This, congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick 
win, and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey 
and move on To The nexT milesTone.
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The 
Green

Strength 
Band
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ThE grEEN STrENgTh 
BANd 
The green sTrengTh band focuses solely on 
squaTTing.  addiTional resources criTical 
To TransiTioning ouT of This Phase include 
green sTrengTh band correcTives, reflexive 
Performance reseTs, resToraTive breaThing for 
energy, sleeP, and decreased Pain seminar, 
neural reseTs, and any of The workouT 
PreParaTion videos.
squaTTing requires The enTire sysTem To move as 
one. ProPer squaTTing shows a PerfecT harmony 
beTween mobiliTy and sTabiliTy, from your feeT To 
your head. This JoinT-by-JoinT flow is naTural 
human movemenT. squaTTing is so foundaTional 
To The human body ThaT iT will oPTimize your 
meTabolism, helP you Perform viTal daily 
acTiviTies, and overall funcTioning.
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miLESTONE #7:
imprOvE mOBiLiTy FrOm ThE grOuNd up
miLESTONE #7 imprOvE mOBiLiTy FrOm ThE grOuNd up TAkES yOu FrOm LOwEr-BOdy 
STiFFNESS TO LOwEr-BOdy FLExiBiLiTy ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL 
pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you don’t move well, although you may not fully be able to express why 
you feel this way. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment:  

Ankle mobility is quickly assessed by placing a line four inches from the wall, putting your 
toe on that line, and then attempting to touch your knee to the wall without raising the 
heel. Ankle mobility deficiency is common and typically not identified as a contributing 
cause of poor squatting. 

The foot is critical to human movement, just as the roots of a tree are critical to keeping 
the tree upright. Strong roots that are grounded create stability, so the tree doesn’t fall 
over. If your feet aren’t connected, functioning with adequate mobility and stability, there 
will be issues with everything up the chain. 

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always considered since mind, body, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some good questions to evaluate as as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #7 emphasizes ankle mobility with Reflexive Performance Resets, 
myofascial preparation, and corrective exercises. 
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Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #7 emphasizes reflexive core stability, 
squat correctives, and patterning the squat with your body weight. *Stay smart and follow 
the golden rule within this milestone which is to avoid loading the squat until you can 
demonstrate proper patterning.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll go back and check that ankle mobility. Your ankle mobility will improve if you follow 
the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints found within 
Milestone #7. 

Sometimes ankle mobility takes a little while to change, especially if you’ve been in high 
heels for many years and the foot hasn’t been moving optimally for quite a while. If this is 
you, just remember, it took you awhile to get into the woods, and it might take awhile to 
get out. But no worries, just stay consistent with your plan and execute the movements 
that are proven to work, and you will find that you’ll move into the next checkpoint.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement:

Following the reassessment, you will move better. You’ll say, “Hey, I am moving better.” 
We will objectively see change in your ankle mobility, and thus, we have taken you from 
lower-body stiffness to lower-body flexibility on the milestone of improving mobility from 
the ground up.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #7 helP you move 
beTTer and feel Progression. when iniTially your 
ankle mobiliTy was Poor, Through your efforTs 
To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion 
of This milesTone, you’ll have adequaTe ankle 
mobiliTy. once you achieve This, congraTulaTions! 
you’ve JusT earned a quick win, and you’ll ascend 
your Performance Journey and move on To The 
nexT milesTone.
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miLESTONE #8: 
pATTErN ThE SquAT
miLESTONE #8 TAkES yOu FrOm pOOr FOOT-TO-COrE SEquENCiNg TO prOFiCiENT FOOT-
TO-COrE SEquENCiNg ON ThE imprOvE mOBiLiTy FrOm ThE grOuNd up miLESTONE, 
ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You’ll have the realization that you can’t squat. Squatting is a problem for you. Correcting 
this deficiency becomes your only priority because squatting is one of the five human 
movements that drive metabolism and performance. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment is the squat protocol found within a functional movement screen. If your 
squat is deficient, you’ll find yourself in a green strength band until you achieve a quick 
win.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are impossible to remove from any milestone since everything is 
so interwoven. Are you managing life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the 
body and getting cardiovascular exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with 
food? Are you providing your system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, 
fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors 
of purchasing and consuming fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel 
causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #8 emphasizes Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, 
myofascial preparation, and squat correctives.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #8 emphasizes reflexive core stability 
and patterning the squat to connect the system during the vital human movement of 
squatting. Stay smart and follow the golden rule within this milestone which is to avoid 
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loading the squat until you can demonstrate proper patterning.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll go back and check your squat pattern using the functional movement screen 
protocol found within the functional movement screen. Your squat patterning has 
improved if you follow the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning 
checkpoints found within Milestone #8. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment you will squat better. You’ll say, “Squatting feels better.” We 
will see objective change in your ability to pattern the squat, and thus, we have taken 
you from poor foot-to-core sequencing to proficient foot-to-core sequencing on the 
milestone of pattern the squat.  
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #8 helP you 
move beTTer and feel Progression. when iniTially 
your abiliTy To squaT was Poor, Through your 
efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The 
comPleTion of This milesTone, you’ll PaTTern 
The squaT ProficienTly. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone.
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miLESTONE #9: 
AppLy ThE SquAT ANd CONNECT TO STrENgTh
miLESTONE #9 AppLy ThE SquAT ANd CONNECT TO STrENgTh TAkES yOu FrOm SquAT 
pATTErNiNg TO LOAdiNg ThE SquAT ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL 
pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 

Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you feel soft and weak when you squat. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment is the squat protocol found within a functional movement screen. Making 
sure you can pattern the squat at any time is important.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are impossible to remove from any milestone since everything is 
so interwoven. Are you managing life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the 
body and getting cardiovascular exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with 
food? Are you providing your system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, 
fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors 
of purchasing and consuming fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel 
causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #9 emphasizes Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, 
myofascial preparation, and dynamic movement flows.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal Strength & Conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #9 emphasizes loaded squatting and 
beginning to follow the skeleton of the optimal strength & conditioning plan.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 
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We’ll go back and check your squat pattern using the functional movement screen 
protocol found within Functional Movement Systems. Your squat patterning will be 
appropriate if you follow the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning 
checkpoints found within Milestone #9. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, your squat will feel stronger. You’ll say, “My squat feels 
better . . . I feel stronger.”  Objective changes in your ability to load the squat will be 
observable. Personalizing your program and following the 7 checkpoints within Milestone 
#9 help you move better, get stronger, and feel progression. When initially you were not 
loading the squat, through your efforts to stay smart and stay sharp, at the completion 
of this milestone, you’ll incorporate loaded squats into your practice. Once you achieve 
this, congratulations! You’ve just earned a quick win, and you’ll ascend Your Performance 
Journey and move on to the next milestone.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #9 helP you geT 
sTronger and feel Progression. when iniTially you 
PaTTerned The squaT, Through your efforTs To sTay 
smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This 
milesTone, you’ll load The squaT. once you achieve 
This, congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick 
win, and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey 
and move on To The nexT milesTone.
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The 
Blue 

Strength 
Band
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ThE BLuE STrENgTh 
BANd
milesTones 1–9 idenTify and manage The risk 
of inJury. a whiTe sTrengTh band designaTes a 
hiP/core sequencing dysfuncTion. ParTiciPanTs 
assigned To The yellow sTrengTh band are 
idenTified wiTh eiTher deficiTs in shoulder mobiliTy 
or PosTural comPensaTions. 
The green sTrengTh band includes individuals 
wiTh eiTher ankle mobiliTy or squaT PaTTerning 
deficiencies. all of These Problems are PosiTively 
correlaTed wiTh an increased risk of inJury. 
PersonalizaTion involves idenTifying The risk of  
various inJuries and minimizing iT aT all cosTs To 
avoid negaTive life alTering consequences.
hurTing yourself ParTiciPaTing in a body beaTdown 
booT camP is a consequence of noT Personalizing 
your exPerience. sPinning your wheels in a gym, 
wasTing quiTe a biT of Time unsure of how To 
Proceed or whaT exacTly To do is also a negaTive 
ouTcome associaTed wiTh a lack of PersonalizaTion.
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your Performance Journey  conTinues wiTh The 
blue sTrengTh band. whereas whiTe, yellow, and 
green sTrengTh banks musT PrioriTize correcTive 
movemenT, The blue sTrengTh band Proves you 
move well and are ready for skills, sTrengTh, and 
Power. The blue sTrengTh band is The baseline for 
our oPTimal sTrengTh and condiTioning Program. 
aT This higher level of Programming, energy is 
channeled inTo inTensiTy, comPrehensive movemenT, 
and skills ThaT would oTherwise increase The 
risk of inJury wiThouT firsT esTablishing baseline 
funcTional levels of movemenT.
achieving  a blue sTrengTh band is a sign ThaT you 
move aT Par or beTTer levels and you are ready To 
begin building advanced levels of fiTness wiThouT 
a higher risk of inJury and PoTenTial seTback. 
The blue sTrengTh band inTroduces The five 
human movemenTs, develoPs your single keTTlebell 
skills, and begins To shaPe and Tone your body. 
addiTional resources criTical To your mission 
include skills-school TuTorials on The deadlifT, 
keTTlebell swing26, keTTlebell clean27, keTTlebell 
snaTch28, and The Turkish geT-uP29. 
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miLESTONE #10: 
TrAiN ThE FivE humAN mOvEmENTS
miLESTONE #10 TrAiN ThE FivE humAN mOvEmENTS miLESTONE TAkES yOu FrOm 
uNAwArE OF NATurAL mOvEmENT TO mOviNg NATurALLy ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF 
ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are either unaware of natural movement or how to do it.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

Your proven movement proficiencies were previously measured through the seven 
assessments found within the functional movement screen protocol.  At this time, 
performance measurements such as push-ups, the plank, and pull-ups are conducted to 
objectively assess progress toward your self-defined performance goals.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since mind, body, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some relevant questions to consider as are follows:. Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:

Bodywork in Milestone #10 includes body preparation strategies such as Reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, as we age, it is even more important to 
adequately prepare your body before initiating high-intensity exercise.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

Programming integrates the five human movements of pushing, pulling, squatting, hip 
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hinging, and carrying. Moving the body the way the body was designed to move is the 
signature of your performance training practice. Moving naturally gives rise to neural 
activation, system balance, functional strength, and an optimal metabolic drive that 
promotes body composition change.  

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll go back and assess the performance measurements of your push-ups, plank, and 
pull-ups to determine what changes have taken place due to following a performance 
training practice. These performance assessments should be dramatically improved if 
you follow the foundation, bodywork, and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints 
found within Milestone #10. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will demonstrate greater strength, muscle endurance, 
and an overall performance improvement like a client of mine named Linda. Linda 
was unable to do push-ups when she first began, and just ten short weeks later, she 
performed eighteen—and she’s seventy! You’ll say, “I’m convinced that performance 
training has helped me perform better,” and you will see objective change in your 
performance assessments. Thus, we have taken you from unaware of natural movement 
to moving naturally on the Train the Five Human Movements Milestone. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #10 helP you 
imProve your Performance and feel Progression. 
when iniTially you were unaware of naTural 
movemenT, Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and 
sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, 
you’ll incorPoraTe The five human movemenTs 
inTo your PracTice. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #11: 
dEvELOp kETTLEBELL SkiLLS
miLESTONE #11 TAkES yOu FrOm miNimAL SkiLLS TO A vAriETy OF SkiLLS ON ThE 
dEvELOp kETTLEBELL SkiLLS miLESTONE, ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE 
pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
ThiS iS ESpECiALLy ExCiTiNg FOr ThOSE OF yOu whO STArTEd yOur jOurNEy iN ThE 
whiTE, yELLOw, Or grEEN STrENgTh BANd. AS yOu CONTiNuE TO prOgrESS iNTO highEr 
LEvELS, yOu FEEL BETTEr ANd ExpEriENCE mOrE SELF-CONFidENCE. LET’S kEEp ThAT 
mOmENTum ANd rEALLy FOCuS ON SkiLLS. 
SkiLLS prOvidE BETTEr rESuLTS. 
Checkpoint 1: Realization:

You realize and admit that you don’t know how to use a kettlebell.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used within Milestone #11 is an assessment of your proficiency with 
single kettlebell skills: deadlift, swing, clean, press, snatch, and Turkish get-up.  

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always relevant since body, mind, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some useful questions to consider include: Are you managing life stress? 
Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular exercise? 
Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your system with an 
abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through clean food? Or, are 
you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming fast and processed 
foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated 
aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:

Finding preparation strategies that work for you is recommended. Reflexive Performance 
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Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help you feel ready 
for your practice are all viable options.  Remember, as we age it is even more critical 
to adequately and appropriately prepare the body before jumping into high-intensity 
exercise.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:  

Programming emphasizes learning and greasing the groove on single kettlebell skills.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment is performed when you are ready to demonstrate proficiency with 
single kettlebell skills: deadlift, swing, clean, press, snatch, and the Turkish get-up. You 
should be proficient with single kettlebell skills if you follow the foundation, bodywork, 
and optimal strength & conditioning checkpoints found within Milestone #11.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you’ll be able to perform hardstyle single kettlebell skills 
with purpose and focus on the details of safe and effective technique. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #11 helPs you 
become ProficienT wiTh single keTTlebell skills 
and feel Progression. when iniTially you did noT 
know how To do iT, Through your efforTs To sTay 
smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This 
milesTone, you’ll incorPoraTe single keTTlebell 
skills inTo your PracTice. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #12: 
BE CONSiSTENT TO LOOk ANd FEEL BETTEr
miLESTONE #12 BE CONSiSTENT TO LOOk ANd FEEL BETTEr TAkES yOu FrOm yOur 
CurrENT BOdy COmpOSiTiON TO imprOvEd BOdy COmpOSiTiON ThrOugh ThE 7 
ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
*ThE ONLy wAy wE EvEr hAvE A CLiENT FAiL iS iF ThEy dO NOT pArTiCipATE. A 
CONSiSTENT pErFOrmANCE TrAiNiNg prACTiCE iS ThE ABSOLuTE kEy TO AChiEviNg yOur 
SELF-dEFiNEd pErFOrmANCE gOALS.
As your performance coach, for those of you interested in weight loss, my 
recommendation is to emphasize the behaviors that lead to weight loss. If you focus on 
weight loss as the only measure of progress, you’re going to be disappointed. However, if 
we look at things like enhancing reflexive core stability, improving balance, moving better, 
getting stronger, and really getting into that backside chain that drives the lean muscle 
mass, you’ll get your metabolism working for you. At that point, you begin changing your 
body composition. You’ll burn more calories at rest when you’re sitting, when you’re 
sleeping, or when you’re doing absolutely nothing. That’s going to be incredibly helpful for 
weight loss over time, and it will also help you look better and feel better because your 
clothes will start fitting better, you will start feeling tighter and stronger, and you will have 
more energy. I mean, wouldn’t you take all of that over seeing a lower number on the 
scale? I think you would. So we want to emphasize body composition change over weight 
loss. It’s an important mind-set shift.

Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that your current exercise routine is not optimal, and you’ll have hope that 
there is something better. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used in Milestone #12 is a body composition assessment. The optimal 
strength & conditioning program is designed to change your body composition. An 
enhanced body composition drives how you look, feel, and perform.
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Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are always included since body, mind, and spirit are so 
interconnected. Some good questions to reflect on are as follows: . Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Finding preparation strategies that work for you is recommended. Some viable options 
include Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and 
dynamic flows that help you feel ready for your practice. Remember, as we age it is even 
more vital to appropriately and adequately prepare the body before jumping into high-
intensity exercise. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:  

Programming follows the optimal strength & conditioning plan prescribed for progressing 
your single kettlebell skills. Reasonable intensity is best; remember, challenge yourself 
but make it doable.

Intensity is not better...better is better.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

Monthly body composition reassessments are recommended. Expect reductions in the 
measured percentages of body fat if you follow the foundation, bodywork, and optimal 
strength & conditioning checkpoints found in Milestone #12.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, lower body fat percentages 
signify that you have effectively changed your metabolism, 
shape, and tone. 
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Personalizing your Program and following 
The 7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #12 helP 
you lower your body faT PercenTage and feel 
Progression. when iniTially you had a higher 
body faT PercenTage, Through your efforTs To 
sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion 
of This milesTone, you’ll have a lower body-
faT PercenTage. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move onTo The nexT milesTone . 
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The 
Red 

Strength 
Band
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ThE rEd STrENgTh 
BANd
The red sTrengTh band is The nexT Progression in 
your Performance Journey .  whereas The blue 
sTrengTh band emPhasized learning and PaTTerning 
single keTTlebell skills To oPTimize body 
comPosiTion adaPTaTions, Programming in The red 
sTrengTh band focuses on double keTTlebell skills 
wiTh sPecific loads.  
members who ascend To The red sTrengTh band 
simPly have a sTronger, more PosiTive, Thriving 
and TriumPhanT mind-seT.  you’ll exPerience 
greaTer sTrengTh, Power, and confidence. 
achieving confidence execuTing The basics is 
conTagious, and very ofTen our ParTiciPanTs find 
Themselves for The firsT Time now acTing as a 
source of insPiraTion for oThers To follow.  
addiTional resources criTical To your mission 
include any double keTTlebell skill video and any 
of The workouT PreParaTion videos.
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I Know What 
I Am Doing 
With One 
Kettlebell

I Look 
Forward 

To Getting 
Stronger

I Look Good 
But I Would 
Like To Look 
Even Better

Double 
Kettlebell 

Skills:
Double Squat
Double Clean
Double Swing
Double Press

Double 
Snatch

Push Up

Plank

Pull Up

Celebrate 
Your 

Consistency

Body Fat 
Percentage

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Follow The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Learn Double 
Kettlebell 

Skills

Follow The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Master Tension 
For Optimal 

Strength

Master The 3 
Breaths

Follow The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Double 
Kettlebell 

Skills:
Double Squat
Double Clean
Double Swing
Double Press

Double 
Snatch

Push Up

Plank

Pull Up

Celebrate 
Your 

Consistency 

Body Fat 
Percentage

I Have  A Full 
Arsenal Of 
Single And 

Double 
Kettlebell 

Skills

I Feel 
Stronger

I Look Great 
And I Am 
Confident

ThE rEd STrENgTh BANd
#13 

Develop Double 
Kettlebell Skills To 

Crush Your Workouts

#13 
Develop 
Double 

Kettlebell 
Skills To 

Crush Your 
Workouts

#14 
Create More 
Strength And 

Power

#15 
Confidence 
Is The Best 

Payoff

FROM
Single 

Kettlebell 
Skills

FROM
Current 

Strength

FROM
Improved 

Body 
Composition

TO
Double 

Kettlebell 
Skills

TO
Stronger 

All Around

TO
Ideal 
Body 

Composition

#14 
Create More Strength 

And Power

#15
Confidence Is The 

Best Payoff

>
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miLESTONE #13: 
dEvELOp dOuBLE kETTLEBELL SkiLLS TO 
CruSh yOur wOrkOuTS
miLESTONE #13 dEvELOp dOuBLE kETTLEBELL SkiLLS TO CruSh yOur wOrkOuTS 
AdvANCES SiNgLE kETTLEBELL SkiLLS TO dOuBLE kETTLEBELL prOFiCiENCiES ThrOugh ThE 
7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
*highEr-LEvEL STrENgTh BANdS iNCLudE ThE rEd, OrANgE, ANd BLACk STrENgTh 
BANdS.

Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are proficient with a single kettlebell. 

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment:  

Currently demonstrated levels of single kettlebell skills serve as the evaluation tool.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely critical to consider since body, mind, and spirit 
are so interconnected. Some important questions to evaluate are as follows:  Are you 
managing life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting 
cardiovascular exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you 
providing your system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and 
hydration through clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of 
purchasing and consuming fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing 
weight gain, poor movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #13 recommends finding preparation strategies that work for 
you. Include Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and 
dynamic flows that help you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty 
anymore, so be sure you don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing 
your body properly. 
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Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #13 encourages you to follow the 
optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed and incorporate double kettlebell 
skills. Reasonable intensity is best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment tests your double kettlebell skills. First, identify your snatch weight 
kettlebell.  The benchmark is to demonstrate a  5-repetition proficiency using two snatch 
weight kettlebells for a double kettlebell squat, double kettlebell swing, double kettlebell 
clean, double kettlebell press, and finally, double kettlebell snatch (use one kettlebell 
lower than your snatch weight for the double kettlebell snatch).  Breaks are permissible 
between each set. 

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment you will demonstrate proficient double kettlebell skills. 
Adding skills to your repertoire lends itself to better results.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #13 enable 
you To develoP double keTTlebell skills and 
feel Progression. when iniTially you had single 
keTTlebell skills, Through your efforTs To sTay 
smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This 
milesTone, you’ll now have a full arsenal of 
double keTTlebell skills. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll ascend your Performance Journey and 
move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #14: 
CrEATE mOrE STrENgTh ANd pOwEr
miLESTONE #14  CrEATE mOrE STrENgTh ANd pOwEr prOgrESSES yOur CurrENT 
STrENgTh TO ENhANCEd STrENgTh ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL 
pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize following a consistent performance training practice is paying off, and notice 
strength and power gains.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

Performance assessments include push-ups, pull-ups, and the plank.  Baseline 
measurements may be established for the single and double kettlebell deadlift, swing, 
snatch, press, and Turkish get-up.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as mind, body, and spirit are 
so interconnected. Some relevant questions to address are as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Bodywork in Milestone #14 recommends finding preparation strategies that work for 
you. Include Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and 
dynamic flows that help you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty 
anymore, so be sure you don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing 
your body properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning:  
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Follow the optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed.  Reasonable intensity 
is best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment:   

We’ll track changes within those performance assessments such as push-ups, pull-ups, 
and the plank as well as the single and double kettlebell deadlift, swing, snatch, press, 
and Turkish get-up.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, expect increased strength and power. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #14 enable you 
To have more sTrengTh and Power. when iniTially 
you had sTrengTh, Through your efforTs To sTay 
smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This 
milesTone, you will have more sTrengTh and Power. 
once you achieve This, congraTulaTions! you’ve 
JusT earned a quick win, and you’ll ascend your 
Performance Journey and move on To The nexT 
milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #15: 
CONFidENCE iS ThE uLTimATE pAyOFF
miLESTONE #15 CONFidENCE iS ThE uLTimATE pAyOFF TAkES yOu FrOm imprOvEd 
BOdy COmpOSiTiON TO idEAL BOdy COmpOSiTiON ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE 
pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you look good, but you’d like to look even better.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

A body composition assessment is used  to determine your body fat percentage.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as mind, body, and spirit are 
so interwoven. Some relevant questions to reflect on are as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:

Find preparation strategies that work for you.  Reflexive Performance Resets, neural 
resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help you feel ready for your 
practice are all recommended options. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be 
sure to adequately and appropriately prepare your body before jumping into high-
intensity exercises.

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

Follow the optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed. Reasonable intensity is 
best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.
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Checkpoint 6: Reassessment:  

A body composition assessment will track changes in your body fat percentage.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, expect lower body fat percentage and increased self-
confidence that radiates to every aspect of your life. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #15 enable you To 
have an ideal body faT PercenTage ThaT radiaTes 
confidence boTh menTally and Physically. when 
iniTially you had imProved body comPosiTion, 
Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay 
sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, you 
will have ideal body comPosiTion. once you 
achieve This, congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned 
a quick win, and you’ll ascend your Performance 
Journey and move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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The 
Orange 

Strength 
Band
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ThE OrANgE 
STrENgTh BANd
you have chosen To ParTiciPaTe in a smarTer 
fiTness exPerience, Personalize Through obJecTive 
assessmenTs, and Progress wiTh correcTive 
exercises ThaT enable your body To have beTTer 
balance, move more, and have True sTrengTh. you 
have an effecTive arsenal of keTTlebell skills, 
your Performance Training PracTice is consisTenT, 
and you follow The elemenTs of The Performance 
lifesTyle. 
your Performance Journey conTinues in The 
orange sTrengTh band. The orange sTrengTh 
band PrePares you for The ulTimaTe keTTlebell 
challenge: The snaTch TesT. 
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I Feel 
Stronger

Everything 
Has Come 

Together For 
Me

I Love This 
Fitness 
System

I Look 
Forward To 

Working Out

Press

Push Press

Body Fat 
Percentage

Snatch Test

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Crush The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Crush The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Crush The 
Plan As 

Prescribed

Press 

Push Press

Body Fat 
Percentage

Snatch Test

I Feel Strong 
And Powerful

My Life Has 
Changed And 
I’m Loving My 
New Level Of 

Fitness

Fitness Is A 
Cornerstone 
That Fosters 

Energy, 
Health, 

Relationships, 
And Every 

Aspect Of My 
Life

ThE OrANgE STrENgTh BANd
#16 

Link The 
Unbreakable Chain

#16 
Link The 

Unbreakable 
Chain

#17 
Looking In 

The 
Mirror Never 

Looked So 
Good

#18 
Activate 

Peak 
Performance

FROM
Stronger

FROM
Fit

FROM
Great 

Workouts

TO
More 

Powerful

TO
As Fit As 
You Have 
Ever Been

TO
More Than 

Just A 
Workout

#17 
Looking In The 

Mirror Never Looked 
So Good

#18 
Activate Peak 
Performance

>
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miLESTONE #16: 
LiNk ThE uNBrEAkABLE ChAiN
miLESTONE #16 LiNk ThE uNBrEAkABLE ChAiN TrANSFOrmS yOur gAiNS iN OvErALL 
STrENgTh iNTO AdvANCES iN pOwEr ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL 
pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are stronger all around, but you’d like to continue the progression 
you’ve experienced.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessments used within Milestone #16 include the strict press and push press.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to include as body, mind, and spirit are 
so interwoven.  Some important questions to consider are as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:  

Find preparation strategies that work for you. Recommended options include reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be sure you 
don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #16 encourages you to follow the 
optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed and crush your workouts. 
Reasonable intensity is best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.
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Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll reassess that strict press and push press.  For the push press, we look for greater 
comfort and form compared to baseline.  For strict pressing, smart professionals have a 
specific % of their body weight to target for a 1-repetition maximum.  Although Strongfirst 
standards differ, we set targets at 40% of body weight for males and 30% of body weight 
for females.  *Use the closest kettlebell to your calculation.

FOR EXAMPLE:   A 180 pound male.

   Take 180 * .4 = 72

   72 / 2.2 = 32.7 kilograms

   Use a 32 kilogram kettlebell

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, expect gains in strength and power that radiates to 
everything you do.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #16 enable you To 
have an ideal body faT PercenTage ThaT radiaTes 
confidence boTh menTally and Physically. when 
iniTially you had more sTrengTh all around, 
Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay 
sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, you 
will have more sTrengTh and Power wiTh keTTlebell 
skills. once you achieve This, congraTulaTions! 
you’ve JusT earned a quick win, and you’ll ascend 
your Performance Journey and move on To The 
nexT milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #17: 
LOOkiNg iN ThE mirrOr NEvEr LOOkEd 
SO gOOd
miLESTONE #17  TAkES yOu FrOm FiT TO AS FiT AS yOu hAvE EvEr BEEN. iN FACT, 
LOOkiNg iN ThE mirrOr NEvEr LOOkEd SO gOOd ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE 
pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are now fit and begin to envision achieving your ideal level of fitness.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment:  

A body composition assessment will  determine your body fat percentage. 

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as body, mind, and spirit are 
so  interwoven. Some relevant questions to consider are as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:  

Finding preparation strategies that work for you. Recommended options include Reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be sure you 
don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #17 encourages you to follow the 
optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed and crush your workouts. 
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Reasonable intensity is best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

We’ll use a body composition assessment to check out the change in your body fat 
percentage.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, expect lower body fat percentage, which will help you look 
great, feel great, and perform your best.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #17 enable you To 
be as fiT as you have ever been. when iniTially you 
were fiT, Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and 
sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, 
you will be as fiT as you have ever been. once you 
achieve This, congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned 
a quick win, and you’ll ascend your Performance 
Journey and move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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miLESTONE #18: 

ACTivATE pEAk pErFOrmANCE
miLESTONE #18 ACTivATE pEAk pErFOrmANCE guidES pArTiCipANTS FrOm gETTiNg 
grEAT wOrkOuTS TO wOrkOuTS ThAT ArE mOrE ThAN juST wOrkOuTS ThrOugh ThE 7 
ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that your workouts are more than just workouts—they are a place for you to 
reset mentally and physically, they give you energy and help you sleep better, they give 
you confidence and support your short-term and long-term health, and they provide 
opportunities for social connectivity in a like-minded community.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used within Milestone #18 is a snatch test. Preparing for the snatch test 
is a process that requires planning and progression. Hand care, technique, and energy 
system programming are all critical elements in your ability to successfully pass the 
snatch test with your snatch-weight kettlebell.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider since mind, body, and spirit 
are so interconnected. Some engaging questions to reflect on are:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Find preparation strategies that work for you. Recommended options Include Reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be sure you 
don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body properly. 
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Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #18 encourages you to follow the 
optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed and crush your workouts. 
Reasonable intensity is best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment used within Milestone #18 is the snatch test, following the StrongFirst 
protocol. Using your snatch-weight kettlebell, you will complete one hundred repetitions 
within five minutes.

Passing the snatch test is likely to be among the greatest physical accomplishments of 
your life.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will successfully pass the snatch test, which helps you 
look great, feel great, and perform at your best. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #18 enables you 
To acTivaTe Peak Performance. when iniTially 
you were having greaT workouTs, Through your 
efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The 
comPleTion of This milesTone your workouTs will 
have become more Than JusT a workouT. once you 
achieve This, congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned 
a quick win, and you’ll ascend your Performance 
Journey and move on To The nexT milesTone. 
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The 
Black 

Strength 
Band
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ThE BLACk STrENgTh 
BANd
The black sTrengTh band is The highesT-level band 
wiThin your Performance Journey, and is only  
The beginning of sPorT sPecificiTy and a lifelong 
PursuiT of Personal growTh and develoPmenT. 
wheTher you PowerlifT, are an mma fighTer, or 
you choose To do crossfiT, aT The black sTrengTh 
band level, your body is PrePared for acTiviTies, 
sPorTs, and movemenTs ThaT may be considered 
body unfriendly, comPeTiTive, or even dangerous. 
you should be Proud of your accomPlishmenTs.  
nobody can ever Take away The facT ThaT you 
Passed all The Physical and menTal TesTs and 
obsTacles necessary To receive your black 
sTrengTh band. however, as anyone who reaches 
The ToP of Their game in anyThing They do, you 
quickly realize This is JusT The beginning of an 
even deePer Performance Journey of Personal 
develoPmenT. congraTulaTions, and welcome To The 
bigger Journey ThaT will Provide some of The mosT 
valuable lessons and connecTions and add meaning 
To your life.
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I Perform 
Well

I Am Fit And 
Still Growing

I Am Laser 
Sharp, 

Disciplined
And Thankful

Semi
Annual 
Snatch

Test

Set Semi 
Annual 

Performance 
Goal

Initial Goal Is 
A 10 Minute 

Crawl

Set Semi 
Annual Life 

Goals

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Healthy 
Eating Habits

Sleep

Cardio

Stress 
Management

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Myofascial 
Prep

Reflexive 
Performance 

Resets

Neural Resets

Crush And 
Understand 
The Logic

Crush And 
Understand 
The Logic

Crush And 
Understand 
The Logic

Semi
Annual 
Snatch

Test

Set Semi 
Annual 

Performance 
Goal

Initial Goal Is 
A 10 Minute 

Crawl

Accomplish 
Your Life 

Goals

I Maintain 
Peak 

Performance

I Look Great
Feel Great

And Perform
Well

I Thrive On 
Continual 

Growth And 
Inspire Others 
To Start Your 
Performance 

Journey

ThE BLACk STrENgTh BANd
#19 

Maintain Peak 
Performance

#19 
Maintain 

Peak 
Performance

#20 
Live The 

Active Life 
And Win

#21 
Respect The 
Practice And 
The Process

FROM
Performing 

Well

FROM
As Fit As 
You’ve 

Ever Been

FROM
Respecting 

The Practice 
And The 
Process

TO
Peak 

Performance 
And Injury 
Resilience

TO
Achieving The 

Greatest 
Physical 

Accomplishments 
Of Your Life

TO
Living The 

Active Life And 
Setting And 
Example For 

Others

#2 
Build A Stronger 

Core

#3 
Move Better By Hip 

Hinging

>
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miLESTONE #19: 
mAiNTAiN pEAk pErFOrmANCE
miLESTONE #19 mAiNTAiN pEAk pErFOrmANCE TAkES yOu FrOm pErFOrmiNg wELL 
TO pEAk pErFOrmANCE ANd iNjury rESiLiENCE ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE 
pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you perform well both physically and mentally.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used within Milestone #19 is a snatch test. Maintaining peak 
performance means passing a semi-annual snatch test.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as body, mind, and spirit 
are so interwoven. Some good questions to evaluate are as follows: Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Find preparation strategies that work for you.Some recommended options Include 
Reflexive Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows 
that help you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so 
be sure you don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body 
properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #19 encourages you to follow the 
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optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed, crush your workouts, and begin 
to understand the logic found within Your Performance Journey. Reasonable intensity is 
best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment. 

The reassessment used within Milestone #19 is a snatch test. Maintaining peak 
performance means passing a semi-annual snatch test.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will successfully pass the snatch test, which helps you 
maintain peak performance. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #19 enables you 
To mainTain Peak Performance. when iniTially 
you were Performing well, Through your efforTs 
To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion 
of This milesTone, you’ll be mainTaining Peak 
Performance. once you accomPlish This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll conTinue your Performance Journey as 
a black sTrengTh band, assessing your Progress 
semi-annually. 
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miLESTONE #20: 

LivE ThE ACTivE LiFE ANd wiN
miLESTONE #20 LivE ThE ACTivE LiFE ANd wiN TAkES yOu FrOm AS FiT AS yOu hAvE 
EvEr BEEN TO AChiEviNg ThE grEATEST phySiCAL ACCOmpLiShmENTS OF yOur LiFE 
ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm. 
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are fit and still advancing.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used within Milestone #20 is a semi-annual performance goal. The initial 
goal is a ten-minute crawl. As Tim Anderson from Original Strength says, “If you can crawl 
for ten minutes, what can’t you do?”

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as mind, body, and spirit 
are so interwoven. Some good questions to evaluate are as follows:  Are you managing 
life stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork:  

Find preparation strategies that work for you. Recommended options  include Reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be sure you 
don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #20 encourages you to follow the 
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optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed, crush your workouts, and 
understand the logic found within Your Performance Journey. Reasonable intensity is 
best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment: 

The reassessment used in Milestone #20 is a semi-annual performance goal. The initial 
goal is a ten-minute crawl.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will successfully crawl for ten minutes, which helps you 
look and feel your best. 
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Personalizing your Program and following The 7 
checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #20 enables you 
To live The acTive life and win. when iniTially 
you were as fiT as you have ever been, Through 
your efforTs To sTay smarT and sTay sharP, aT The 
comPleTion of This milesTone, you’ll achieve The 
greaTesT Physical accomPlishmenTs of your life. 
once you achieve This, congraTulaTions! you’ve 
JusT earned a quick win, and you’ll conTinue your 
Performance Journey as a black sTrengTh band, 
assessing your Progress semi-annually. 
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miLESTONE #21: 

rESpECT ThE prACTiCE ANd ThE prOCESS
miLESTONE #21 rESpECT ThE prACTiCE ANd ThE prOCESS TAkES yOu FrOm rESpECTiNg 
ThE prACTiCE ANd ThE prOCESS TO LiviNg ThE ACTivE LiFE ANd SETTiNg AN ExAmpLE FOr 
OThErS ThrOugh ThE 7 ChECkpOiNTS OF ThE pErpETuAL pErSONAL TrAiNiNg SySTEm.
Checkpoint 1: Realization: 

You realize that you are laser sharp, disciplined, proud, and thankful.

Checkpoint 2: Baseline assessment: 

The assessment used within Milestone #21 is a semi-annual life goal. Set a goal to attend 
a seminar, read a book, interview a respected professional, start a business, reconnect 
with a high school friend, or any other life goal that will help you develop personally.

Checkpoint 3: Foundation: 

Foundational elements are absolutely essential to consider as body, mind, and spirit 
are so interwoven. Some relevant questions to consider include: Are you managing life 
stress? Are you sleeping well? Are you moving the body and getting cardiovascular 
exercise? Finally, do you have a good relationship with food? Are you providing your 
system with an abundance of vitamins, minerals, protein, fiber, and hydration through 
clean food? Or, are you trapped in the habits and behaviors of purchasing and consuming 
fast and processed foods, resulting in low-grade fuel causing weight gain, poor 
movement, and accelerated aging?

Checkpoint 4: Bodywork: 

Find preparation strategies that work for you. Recommended options include Reflexive 
Performance Resets, neural resets, myofascial preparation, and dynamic flows that help 
you feel ready for your practice. Remember, you aren’t twenty anymore, so be sure you 
don’t jump right into high-intensity exercises without preparing your body properly. 

Checkpoint 5: Optimal strength & conditioning: 

The optimal strength & conditioning in Milestone #21 encourages you to follow the 
optimal strength & conditioning program as prescribed, crush your workouts, and 
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understand the logic found within Your Performance Journey.  Reasonable intensity is 
best; remember, challenge yourself but make it doable.

Checkpoint 6: Reassessment:  

The status of your semi-annual life goal is re-evaluated.  Personal development becomes 
paramount as you mature physically, mentally, and emotionally on Your Performance 
Journey.

Checkpoint 7: Achievement: 

Following the reassessment, you will achieve a predetermined semi-annual lfie goal 
because you thrive on continual growth in every aspect of your life.
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Personalizing your Program and following The 
7 checkPoinTs wiThin milesTone #21 enable you 
To resPecT The PracTice and The Process. when 
iniTially you resPecTed The PracTice and The 
Process, Through your efforTs To sTay smarT and 
sTay sharP, aT The comPleTion of This milesTone, 
you’ll be living The acTive life and seTTing an 
examPle for oThers. once you achieve This, 
congraTulaTions! you’ve JusT earned a quick win, 
and you’ll conTinue your Performance Journey as 
a black sTrengTh band, assessing your Progress 
semi-annually. 
you’ve exPerienced The Power of ParTiciPaTion, 
PersonalizaTion, and Progression To enhance 
Performance.  as a sTudenT of sTrengTh, your 
consisTenTly aPPlied efforT in a Proven PracTice 
lends iTself To greaT resulTs-- you look greaT, 
feel greaT, and Perform aT your besT. your 
oPTimism and self-confidence is conTagious and 
radiaTes across every asPecT of your life. The 
world is yours!  Please Pay This forward by 
helPing oThers see a beTTer way.  
when you find beTTer...do beTTer!
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CHAPTER 8: 
THE 5 PILLARS OF 

PERFORMANCE 
TRAINING
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Improving your performance takes a strategy, tactics, and actions because it isn’t just a 
workout. It begins with an education or mind-set. As seen in the Inverted Performance Ladder, 
your mind-set determines whether you are ready to begin Your Performance Journey or not.

Very similar to the Inverted Performance Ladder, there is an order to follow when we want to help 
you achieve your goals. This is how we deliver our service, and we refer to it as the 5 Pillars of 
Performance Training: Participation, Personalization, Progression, Performance, and Practice.
By reading chapters 1 through 8, you’ve decided to participate in the discussion, educate 
yourself, and change your mind-set to realize there is a better way.

The next step is to personalize. Without personalization, you are at great risk of injury, and 
objective progression is impossible to determine.

When you participate and personalize, you will begin to progress through a strategy and 
tactics using actions of proven systems. This progression lends itself to the self-defined 
performance you desire through a consistent practice.

Here are the 5 Pillars of Performance Training, as well as the resources we would 
recommend for your journey. We’ll refer to these resources as “the Playbook.” This is the 
method of delivery in Your Performance Journey. Consume this information in the order it 
is presented or skip around based on what you need at that moment. Immersing yourself 
in the cutting edge of exercise science gives you the advantage in sport and in life.

Progressing and performing happen when you participate in a consistent practice. Your 
practice is the action through which the tactics and strategy are demonstrated.

Here, you’ll have the opportunity to progress based on what your body needs 
(personalization). If you are in a white, yellow, or green strength band, performing 
corrective exercises in order to get a quick win is your practice. If you are in a blue 
strength band, learning skills and incorporating the five human movements is your 
practice. If you are in a red, orange, or black strength band, you are following the optimal 
strength & conditioning program as prescribed.

As we begin to move away from understanding the framework and architecture and 
move toward more specific action and education, we want you to dive deeper into 
familiarizing yourself with how your body is designed to move. 

You do this when you practice consistently live or online with a world-class coach who 
provides elite programming based upon proven systems in a delivery framework that 
guarantees great results.

Your Performance Journey is the martial art of fitness and will someday become the gold 
standard in the fitness industry for trainers, gyms, and people interested in enhancing 
their self-defined performance.
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CHAPTER 9: 
Success Stories
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One of the beauties of Your Performance 
Journey is that we can meet anyone 
where they are and guarantee progress...
regardless of where they start.

We can go as low as breath or as high as 
an elite athlete in any sport.

Most who seek our services begin Your 
Performance Journey in a white strength 
band and specifically Milestone #2.

Milestone #2: BUILD A STRONGER CORE.

True strength and injury resiliency 
come from building a stronger core and 
specifically enhancing reflexive core 
stability.

Here are two reasons most begin in this 
milestone:
1. Our modern lifestyles encourage a massive amount of sitting and physical inactivity.
2. A majority of workouts do nothing to improve true strength and enhance reflexive core 
stability.

There are many case studies I could highlight, but one comes to mind.

Colleen joined us at the end of March because she was seeking a safe and smarter 
approach to get strong... enabling her to be more injury resilient and improve the shape 
and tone of her body.
Here are the notes from my initial consultation:

Colleen has Major spine related issues...past herniations in L4/L5 and s1/s2. She has 

SuCCESS STOry #1
COLLEEN miChELLE LEONArd
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undiagnosed pain and discomfort. The 
inability of her medical team to determine 
the exact cause creates anxiety for 
Colleen. She questions whether she has 
MS, fibromyalgia, or other. Critical we 
work with her in an intelligent manner...
helping her develop reflexive core stability 
and avoid loading her movements. If 
we stick to the White strength band 
recommendations and exercises she’ll be 
fine and we will see progress.

Her exercise routine at the time of the 
consultation included daily walking, 
regular physical therapy, and 4-5 yoga 
sessions every week, her movement 
screen was par, her body mass index was 
21.2, and her percent body fat was 22.7.

As you can see from the initial 
assessment, a smarter approach was 
critical.

Jumping into a bootcamp or big 
box gym would not provide a level 
of personalization and progression 
necessary to transition her from where she 
was to where she wanted to go.

We recommended 2-3 small group personal training sessions per week and Colleen 
came aboard.

Due to the extent of her spinal related issues we took two months executing a heavy dose 
of exercises and movements designed to stabilize her spine (Milestone #2).

On May 7, Colleen demonstrated the requirements necessary to ascend Your 
Performance Journey and went from the white strength band to the yellow strength band.
She next found herself in milestone #4: IMPROVE YOUR POSTURE.

Colleen’s posture required an education and awareness of neutral spine.

“Hey hey!! I just saw 
someone I knew in 
the hallway at work, 
she said she thought 
it was me and said 
she thought, boy, 
that person has good 
posture!!  This just 
makes me SO SUPER 
happy!!!!!!  This just 
totally made my day!!!! 
I’ve never heard of a 
compliment like that 
in my life about my 
posture!!” - Colleen 
Michelle Leonard
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Over the next few weeks, our coaches required neutral spine at all times.

Colleen ascended the system when she demonstrated neutral spine consistently and 
after I received this text message from Colleen on May 31st:

“Hey hey!! I just saw someone I knew in the hallway at work, she said she thought it was 
me and said she thought, boy, that person has good posture!!  This just makes me SO 
SUPER happy!!!!!!  This just totally made my day!!!! I’ve never heard of a compliment like 
that in my life about my posture!!”

Here she is on June 4 getting into her Blue Strength Band.
The icing on the cake was a Facebook post on May 20th:
It read "out of physical therapy and testing at full strength!"

Now that Colleen is in a blue strength band she has greater strength, is more injury 
resilient, and is gradually shaping and toning her body.

We are beginning to introduce skills that will provide even better results.

These skills include ballistic hip hinging otherwise known as a Kettlebell Swing and 
Turkish Get Ups.

Stay tuned for a future case study and update when Colleen demonstrates the skills 
necessary to ascend the system and go from a blue strength band to a red strength 
band.

This is Your Performance Journey...it is the gold standard within the fitness industry and it 
is the martial art of fitness.
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Kelly was a runner when she first joined us.  
During her initial assessment she moved well 
and had a % body fat of over 33%.  Her goals 
were to run faster, improve her fitness, and 
lower her % body fat.

She began her journey in a Blue Strength 
Band and Milestone #10, #11, and #12.  Fast 
forward less than 2 years ahead and Kelly 
ascended Your Performance Journey and 
passed the snatch test on July 2, 2018.  Day 
1 she was not able to do a push up and the 
day she passed her snatch test she could 
do 45.  Her run times posted in nearly every 
race she ran were faster...she was fitter...she 
was not only a better version of herself, she 
completely transformed from fit to fitter to 
quite possibly the fittest of her life.

“This has been an 
incredible experience.  I now look forward 
to strength training and the challenges 
presented by following the programs at Plaza 
Fitness Performance.” - Kelly Allard

SuCCESS STOry #2
kELLy ALLArd
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Tim transitioned from a big box gym where 
he was participating in a group training 
program.  Tim was interested in bringing 
his fitness to the next level.  As a 42 year 
old professional, Tim’s goals were to age 
gracefully, improve his shape and tone, 
and continue an active lifestyle of running, 
cycling, and skiing.

Tim’s journey began in a Blue Strength 
Band and Milestone #10, #11, and #12.  
Since Tim moved well and was physically 
fit, our approach during sessions was to 
focus on tightening hardstyle kettlebell 
skills.  Everything from breath, posture, tension, reflexive core stability, and the 
micromanagement of the skills that deliver twice the results in half the time….the swing, 
clean, snatch, press, and Turkish get up.

By following the optimal strength & conditioning program consistently and mastering 
skills, Tim has transitioned to an Orange Strength Band.  His body weight has decreased 
nearly 15 pounds and his % body fat has dropped by nearly 5%.

Now that Tim is in the Orange Strength Band, our sights are now set on preparing him for 
the snatch test to acquire his Black Strength Band.

“I’m running without pain and road cycling 
like I have never before.  I’m in the best shape 
of my life and I attribute that to following the 
program and recommendations from Korey at 
Plaza Fitness Performance.” - Tim Wells

SuCCESS STOry #3
Tim wELLS
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EC was an ex-college football player 
and elite powerlifter.  After many years 
of powerlifting, his joints were shot.  He 
found us while researching Neurokinetic 
Therapists.  Upon his initial consultation, he 
expressed pain and movement issues in 
his shoulders, elbows, hips, knees, ankles, 
and back.  EC coaches other athletes and 
powerlifters, but he was looking for help 
himself.  

EC wanted to feel better, get out of pain, 
improve function, and someday return to 
powerlifting.

Here are my initial notes from that 
consultation:   

EC has agreed to let us coach him as he 
has hit rock bottom on his fitness...he is a 
powerlifter who has completely destroyed every joint in his body. We’ll break his body 
down to the very basic neural patterns that he was born with and begin anew. DO NOT 
LET HIS SIZE INTIMIDATE YOU...COACH HIM AS YOU WOULD ANYONE AND FOLLOW 
OUR SYSTEMS. His body does not need to even touch load initially. He has previously 
benched over 500 pounds and squatted a car...none of it matters when you can’t roll or 
crawl. 

After his first session with me he was impressed he was moving better and feeling 
challenged...all we did was Reflexive Performance Resets and neural resets. He couldn’t 
crawl as it was too intense. His quote during that first workout was “I feel strong in my legs 
and upper body, but I feel soft and disconnected in my core.”  Interesting!

EC began Your Performance Journey in Milestone #1, #2, and #3 and the White Strength 

SuCCESS STOry #4
EC STumpF
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Band as his active straight leg raise, 
single leg stance, and toe touch were all 
deficient.

As a credit to EC, he had one of the most 
important mindsets responsible for goal 
achievement...a willingness to accept 
coaching.

We spent the next few weeks simply 
targeting his reflexive core stability and 
hip/core sequencing.  We asked him to 
(at least initially) completely abandon any 
isolated bodybuilding and powerlifting 
and just stick to neural resets and natural 
movement.  

My coaching during most of his sessions 
included reminders to breath and relax 
through exercises because EC attacked 
every exercise with such intensity that he 
wasn’t working with his body to produce the harmony between mobility and stability that 
creates natural human movement.  Through powerlifting and football, he had developed 
high-intensity habits that were counterproductive to functional movement.  In order to 
break this cycle we had to incorporate The Inverted Performance Ladder.  Our objective 
was to move EC towards his self-defined performance goals.  However, the starting point 
on this journey was Mindset.  

To convince EC that our approach worked, we had to help him feel the difference through 
pre and post movement assessments.  As an example, EC realized the power of breath 
when had him lie on his back to perform a passive hamstring mobility assessment 
followed by a minute or two worth of diaphragmatic breathing.  After the breathing, we 
re-assessed the passive hamstring mobility assessment.  EC’s mindset changed when he 
felt a noticeable improvement in his range of motion. From that point forward, EC trusted 
the recommendations and respected the process.  Mindset was the first obstacle we had 
to overcome.

The next objective was to address Milestone #1 and the hip/core sequencing of the 
active straight leg raise.  ASLR correctives and the five neural resets quickly gave EC a 
Quick Win and he moved solidly into Milestone #2: Building a Stronger Core.

“Plaza Fitness 
Performance has 
changed my life 
and given me a new 
purpose.  After 25 
years I’ve seen it 
all in gyms and this 
program is the only 
approach I would 
recommend.” - EC 
Stumpf
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The exercise options expanded into nearly anything that stabilized the spine in a variety 
of planes with toe touch patterning sprinkled in.  After just two weeks of consistent 
programming, EC was able to touch his toes and stand on one leg with more control.

Week #3 we officially transitioned EC from the white strength band to the Yellow Strength 
Band and Milestones #4, #5, and #6.

Of all the milestones, Milestone #5 (shoulder mobility) proves to be the most challenging 
to change quickly with some clients.  Regardless of the correctives, shoulder mobility 
may not drastically improve.  This is the case with EC.  EC’s shoulder mobility is so poor 
that we have resorted to the fact his shoulder mobility may never be “optimal.”

This doesn’t mean we never emphasize or include posture, shoulder mobility, or thoracic 
rotation movements and correctives, quite the contrary.  Every workout for EC includes 
a heavy dose of each.  Instead, we accept the fact his shoulders may never fully recover 
from the years of stress they’ve been subjected to.

At the time of this writing EC was currently working on the milestones within the Blue 
Strength Band.  Training the five human movements, mastering hardstyle kettlebell 
skills, and changing body composition are all being emphasized within his programming. 
Although EC did have familiarity with kettlebells prior to our coaching, we had to regress 
in order to progress with many important skills.  Getting EC into a hip hinge with power 
breathing and a proper cadence took weeks of practice in order to arrive at his current 
hardstyle kettlebell swing.

As is the case in life, EC had to deal with a setback when his knee required the removal 
of a nearly 1” piece of floating bone.  After four weeks of excruciating discomfort from the 
surgery, EC got back to performance training and is back on track, moving towards his 
self-defined performance goals.  

The plan moving forward is to fine-tune the swing, snatch, clean, and Turkish get up and 
to follow the optimal S&C program with modifications.  Our goal is to pass the double bell 
skills test and prepare EC for the snatch test to earn the Black Strength Band.

Once EC receives his Black Strength Band, we’ll begin integrating powerlifting 
movements to help him achieve his goal of someday competing in another powerlifting 
competition.

Stay tuned!
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CHAPTER 10: 
Start Your 

Performance Journey
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ArE yOu rEAdy TO STArT
yOur pErFOrmANCE jOurNEy?

LEArN mOrE iN Our FrEE mASTErCLASS
pLAzAFiTNESSpErFOrmANCE.COm/gET-STArTEd-1

ExpLOrE ThE pLAyBOOk: pLAzA FiTNESS’ piLLArS 
OF pErFOrmANCE TrAiNiNg

pLAzAFiTNESSpErFOrmANCE.COm/pLAyBOOk-wELCOmE

dO ThE FrEE 30 dAy quiCk STArT prOgrAm 
pLAzAFiTNESSpErFOrmANCE.COm/30-dAy-quiCk-STArT-wELCOmE

gET A FrEE mOvEmENT SCrEEN 
ANd STrATEgy  SESSiON

pLAzAFiTNESSpErFOrmANCE.COm/FrEE-STrATEgy-SESSiON
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STAy 
SmArT, 
STAy 
ShArp, 
STAy 
STrONg!
yOur pErFOrmANCE COACh,

kOrEy mCCOy, mS
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16. Restorative Breathing for Energy, 
Better Sleep, and Decreased Pain

17. The 3 Breaths of Performance 
Training

18. Out the Door Workout Prep

19. 5-Minute Workout Prep

20. 10-Minute Workout Prep

21. 15-Minute Workout Prep

22. The White Strength Band 
Correctives

23. Creating Core Stability Level I

24. The Yellow Strength Band 
Correctives

25. The Green Strength Band 
Correctives

26. The Best Exercise to Drive Your 
Metabolism

27. The Most Underrated Kettlebell Skill

28. The King of Kettlebell Skills

29. Sleeping on Your Fitness? Time to 
Get Up!

1. The ABC’s of A Sharp Fitness 
Program

2. The Guide to Your Options on the 
Fitness Playground 

3. The Best Exercise You Aren’t Doing

4. The 5 Human Movements

5. Make Your Feet Strong and Connect 
to Total Body Performance

6. Better Balance, More Movement, & 
True Strength

7. Keep Your Spine Healthy and 
Prevent Injury

8. The Most Powerful Tool in Our 
Toolbox

9. What Should a Workout Feel Like

10. The 5 Secrets to Instant Strength 
Gains

11. The Performance Lifestyle

12. The Pain Prevention Assessment

13. The Starting Point on Your 
Performance Journey

14. Understanding Optimal Strength & 
Conditioning

15. Wake Up Your Body with Reflexive 
Performance Resets

rESOurCES
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pLAzAFiTNESSpErFOrmANCE.COm

ThANk yOu FOr rEAdiNg
yOur pErFOrmANCE jOurNEy
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